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McGowan ticket wins
in heavy voter turnout
UMO students went to the polls in
record numbers Wednesday and elected
James McGowan and David Bridges
president ani vice president of the
General Student Senate. Captunng 1.704
of the almost 3.000 votes cast. McGowan
easily won oser the other three candidates
Dan O'Leary. Louis Smith. and Joe
DeSalk.
Students also voted overwhelmingly in
fasor of the increase in the activity fee. Of
the 2.9"ti votes cast for the referendum.
2.444 fasored the increase and 534 were
opp.secl.
President Neville said Thursday he had
not yet received any official proposal from
Student Government on the fee increase.
but did say. "it is likely to be approved.••
Early in the yote tally Wednesday night
it was obvious that the ticket of McGowan
and Bridges was the favorite. At 8:30
p.m.. McGowan got phone calls from
O'Leary and Barry offering congratula-
tions and conceding the election to him.
McGowan said Thursday he owes his
victory to his campaign efforts.
"Part of it was the turnout for the
activity fee. But we had good organization
and a tot of good people working for us
plus we had good exposure.- McGowan
said.
With the activity fee increase, the GSS
budget will be about S140.000, an increase
of about SA0.000. MUAB will receive
S3A.000 of this. McGowan feels that some
of the existing programs on this campus
should get more funding.
"I want to take a good hard look at the
budget to sec what the story is and what
the requests are. The Concert Committee
has requested a 54.000 increase over last
year's budget and I think the should get
it. but I can't say for sure." the new
senate president said
McGowan also sees closer ties with
Augusta in the future and less antagonism
with GOV. Longley over the budget.
When Longley's budget came out
everyone jumped on him and took the
defensive. Now we are beginning to look
at the budget more carefully and we are
also looking at the university's budget
requests. Because of the budget. we
started working in Augusta and we have
learned some of the ropes and are still
learning. So I think we can have real
input, and the budget is really out of the
governor's hands so I think we should put
If hat is PR. mid hoi . much does it cost?
McGowan and Bridges
the emphasis on the legislature."
McGowan said.
David Bridges, vice president under
McGowan. has also been working with the
legislature on bills affecting the
university.
"I've been down there (Augusta) quite
a lot. probably more than anyone i.
student government." he said. "I've been
*continued on page se%en•
University's public relations vs. Longley's
Bs 1)ebbie Sline
I am asking that they make e%ers effort to reduce
administration costs and that they curtail pure iy public
relations programs to promote. the university and or
personalities within the admint tratiein beyond the
problem of governmental incest as it relates to
spending. In any event I am asking the university to
eliminate spending of student and taxpayer money to
promote limiter spending of student and taxpayer
money.
—Gov. James B. tonglev in his Feb Budget address
to the legislature'
Both the press and the general public are informed of
official decisions and actions on the governmental and
burcucratic levels through the channels of public
relations men or press secretaries, yet the interest in
the information received is so great that these
intermediaries are seldom scrutinized in their function
s a conduit connecting public officials with the public.
In his 1975 Budget Address to the 107th legislature
on Feb. b. Gov. James B. Longley called attention to
••public relation programs" of the university.
requesting curtailment of spending in this
area.Although referring specifically to cost. Longley's
words further suggest dissatisfaction with the function
and operation of the university's public relatians
system.
Here at Orono. public relations is handled by the
department of Public Information and Central Services,
commonly know r. as "PICS."
Gus. Longley's statement raises several questions--
exactly what is P ICS. what does it do, and how much
are students and taxpayers paying for this service?
Also. what type of example is Gov. Longley setting in
his employment and use of a public relations staff?
Finally. how does a public relations staff best serve both
officials and public--and are these two groups doing so?
Alan K. Miller. presently chairman of the journalism
department at UMO, is a former assistant secretary of
public affairs at the University of Massachusetts. He
explained. "The basic thing with public relations is
dealing as honestly and frankly as possible. not just
with the press, but with all segments of the public."
UNIVIRIATT 0 MAIM At MONO
As a "conduit to the administration." the public
relations man functions as a middk-man. said Miller.
"He's relating to the public and the public should be
represented by the press. so his function is not just
trying to fend off the press." Miller noted. He stressed
the public relations man requires the full cooperaton ot
the administrator, as well as an understanding that "thy
press needs to know."
Educating an official to understand the press has
been a tough job for Peter Dambourg. Gus. Longley's
press secretary.Dambourg noted that Longley. who
prefers the title of "Assistant to the Governor in Charge
of Communications" to press secretary, has had a
difficult time adjusting to the press. Because he was
unaccustomed to the press coverage he has
encountered. it took the governor five or six weeks to
adjust. said Dambourg. Dambourg's job has included
meditating between the governor and the press and
preyentoig such outbursts as the notorious "legislative
pimps" slip from re-oceuring.
"If I had been able, I certainly would haye stopped
that." stressed Dambourg.
Dambourg is Longley's chief public relations
assistant; however, he explained there is some input
from James MacGregor. assistant to the governor. and
Ralph Lowe. assistant in charge of legislative relations.
MacGregor writes all the governor's speeches and some
press releases, while Lowe is chiefly a •'backstor it
further help is needed. "My work." Dambourg said,
"involves not only writing and issuing press releases.
but also handling all requests for news from media and
arranging press conferences, private interviews,
television appearances, and radio interviews.••
•kontinued on page J-4*
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am pus Eye
Bs Bill Ferguson
Star-gazing
The red light abose the door of
the obsenators made me wonder
momentaril% Just what sort of
heavenl. bodies I'd be seeing
inside I peeked in the outer door
half expecting a carnisal barker to
appear telling me to "Step right this
was' but all was quiet.
In the next room one of the
volunteer workers manipulated the
cupola overhead. maneusenng the
telescope into a new position.
"Well see if we can tune Saturn
in for yst." he said squinting
through the finder lens. "IA hoops,
too far. There it is!" he exclaimed
focusing and stepping assay allowing
others to look.
Saturn is the feature attraction at
the obsersatory this time of year.
The rings are distinct and the planet
itself as well as the larger satellites
are like a textbook picture. Uranus
is also on the rise in the spring and
A e looked at it and several ,iher
planets during the course 01 the
evening.
The observatory was built in 1900
to house the eight-inch refracting
telescope fashioned by Alvin Clark.
There are two "finder" scopes built
on the side of the larger one. A
finder is a smaller scope with a
larger field of vision used to locate
a star's position before zeroing in
sith the larger scope.
The big scope is capable of 1000X
under optimum atmospheric condi-
tions but usually. is tuned between
100X and 200X.
If you're like me. you've been by
the observatory hundreds of times
and promised yourself that you'd
drop in sometime to check it out. I
can tell sou that it's worth it. I had
never seen some of the planets like
Uranus or Saturn, and later in the
evening we saw double stars, star
clusters, constellations and assorted
nebulae I'd never viewed other than
in a picture.
The °burr% atory is open f4-10 p.m.
any clear night. In the past. it has
been closed during the summer but
the physics department hopes to
keep it open this sear
Don't worry if you know nothing
about the stars. I don't either. The
people who run tile place are
volunteers working about pas and
will take the time to show sou
constellations and point out things
of general interest. Usualls there
are ,ml s 30 or so people attending
per esening so there is no real
crun.h. It's a whole different sas
to get spaced out.
What's on
FRIDAY, APRIL 18
MAINE PRESS ASSOCIATION--
Hilltop. all day.
WORKSHOP-Instrument building.
Hole in the Wall Gallery. Memorial
Union. 10 a.m.
IVCF-Bangor Room. Memorial
Union. 0:30 p.m.
W1LDE-STEIN CLUB--presents Ma-
rilyn Haft. director of the Sexual
Privacy Protect for the American
Civil Liberties Union. Coe Lounge.
Memorial Union. 7 p.m. Public is
welcome.
MIUAB MOVIE-The Ruling Class:
Hauck Auditorium. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
FACULTY RECITAL-Carol Lieber-
man. violin: Robert Collins. stolen-
cello: Kathryn Ann Foley. piano.
Lord Hall Recital Hall. 8:15 p.m.
kAM•S HORN COFFEHOUSE-The
Psaltery--Don Hinkley and Lil Lahhe
will be singing French folksongs.
& 10:15 p.m. Donations requested.
SATURDA1. APRIL 19
CONSI. MLR AND THE LAW--Nut-
ting Hall. all day.
VARSITY BASEBALL--with Connec-
ticut, 121. Alumni Field. 12 noon.
QUEEN KOK-will translate your
messages into hierogl%phics. Union
lobbs. 1-3 p.m.
VARSITY TENNIS--with UMPG.
Memorial Gymnasium Courts. 1:30
p.m.
MUAB MOVIE-- "Between Time
and Timbuktu:. Bangor and Lon
Rooms. Memorial Union. to-11 p.m.
on the hour.
CANDLELIGHT CONCERT- -Ran-
Bar ensemble. Damn Yankee.
Memorial Union. 8:I5 p.m.
20TH CENTURY MUSIC ENSEM-
BLE-Allen Dean. trumpet. Donald
Stratton. director.
Hauck Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
RAM'S HORN COFFEEHOUSE-
Marie Dufresne, an old friend
returns. 9 & 10:15 p.m. Donations
requested.
SUNDAY, APRIL 20
MVAB-WMEB SCAVENGER
HUNT-Live from Coe Lounge. 9
a.m.-6 p.m.
WORKSHOP-Instrument Playing.
Damn Yankee. Memorial Union.
1:30 p.m.
RAM'S HORN COFFEEHOUSE--
Dose Monett. guitar and vocals will
start at 8:00 p.m. Donations
requested.
MONDA1. APRIL 21
SPRING ART SEMINAR--Jean
Craig Evans. calligrapher. graphic
designer. will give demonstration.
Carnegie Hall. 1-3 & ":30 p.m.
MAINE PEACE ACTION COMMIT-
TEE-S. Loan Rooms Memorial
Union. 3:45 p.m.
MEETING -Fencing Club. Len-
gyel Gymnasium. h p.m.
DIG IT-The Basics of Gardening.
Town Room. Memorial Union.
p ni
Jack's Grocery
LOWEST BEER PRICES IN TOWN ! ! !
Kegs Available--Please Order Ahead Of Time
-The Best tit Netlis 4.4(1(1 sr.,( nu,
827 STILLVVATER AVENUE P.c.,NE 827-3771
STILLSNATEtz, IsilAiNE 04489
TEL ORONO see ir
GASS SALES STABLES
EVERYTHING FOR THE HORSE
AND HORSEMAN
GENUINE COWHIDE
LEATHER JACKETS
ON SALE
MA!N PO PA R
00:V".”.0 Mil,NE 0447'
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up to date 160 page.
mail order catalog (noose $1 00
to cover postage t!rne
1 tc 2 days 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
'.9411 WILSHIK BLVD . SUITE =2
LOS ANGELES. CAI IF 90025
213i 4715474 or 477 5493
our fesearcli 1141111 gal .1 SOW 'Cr
rtse• ssve..rv °At,
Poulton riot offt•red
\II clutticellor%hip.
t)ffi( ill emplut%ize
Despite rumors that Dr. Bruce R.
Poulton has been offered and has accepted
the position of chancellor of the University
New Hampshire. officials at UNH and
in Augusta have denied that Poulton has
been selected for the job. A meeting of the
UNH trustees tomorrow may thros some
light on speculation that he sill be
appointed to the post in the near future.
Poulton. on lease from his position as
sice president for research and public
%Mice% here to serve as an advisor to
Gos. James B. Longley. was reported by
the Bangor Dash News last week to have
been offered ['NH's chancellorship.
The 1News cited "authoratise sources
in Augusta" as saying Poulton had Risen
an April - deadline to decide whether to
acceptthe Post. But Poulton has denied
the offer as made and according to UNH
Chancellor Sear. h ( ommittee Chairman
Richard Morse. no offer has set been
made to an% of the five candidates.
Morse said "No decision on the
chancellor sill he made until the next
meeting of the board of trustees. at w hi. h
time we will discuss the recommendations
‘4 the search committee.- [he' commit-
tee's next meeting is scheduled for
tomorrow .
Morse refused to 0.mmcnt on the
rumors that Poulton had been offered the
Paul Bnand, news editor of UNI1's
student newspaper. The- .%'r% Hampshire.
said he has been IT-sing to establish thc
basis of the rumors.
"Apparently Poulton has been interested
in UNH for some time.- Briand said. "In
WO. when the UNH president resigned.
Poulton s as one of those sho came dins n
for an inter-slew ." Brand added he has
learned Poulton may be one of Longlev's
fasorites for the job of Unisersits of Maine
chitmcllor.
Poulton•s Orono home- has reportedly
not been put up for sale or rent, which
may indicate sonic- indecision on either
Poulton 's or the search committees part.
Five candidates are pi:est-nth under
consideration for the nests-created
postion of I nisersit if Ness Hampshire
ssstem chancellor, including Poulton.
James Whakn. president of Newton
College in Massachusetts, Roy McTar•
naghan. president of the Unisersatv of
West Virginia's graduate school; William
Jerome. president of Florida Interantional
Unisersos. and Dusard Long. a
vice-president at the I nisersitv of
Californi a.
et enrollment tip
Veter.i- t .r .11ment at [Ml) has reached
an all time high. according to Richard
Jacobs. director of seterans affairs. There
are present's 1.100 sets attending UMO
full or part-time and figures indicate
seteran enrollment is increasing nation-
s ide.
According to Jat ohs, thce are 30.000
seterans in Maine elyigeble for veteran
benefits Of this figure. 50 per cent base
taken adsantage of the benefits. Hoseser.
scarcits of nibs and a 23 per cent increase
in seteran benefits has made continued
education a more attractise possibility tc
mans sets.
CHALET SERVICE
STATION
Tune-L4s
Road Service
866-238
19 College Ave., Orono
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Tires
Inspection Station
866-2311
2 Main St., Orono
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Senate votes to support NE veterinary school
the General Student Senate unani-
mously voted Tuesday night to support ID
1310, a hill that would establish a New
England Regional School of Veterinary.
1 he bill. sponsored by Sen. Bennett D.
Katz. calls for the establishment ot the
school in conjunction with the fite other
New England states in a Massachusetts
state hospital that is no longer being used.
I he hospital has been set aside by the
state for use as a tetermart school within
three years.
Wayne Griffin. a representative from
the Citizens for a Ne% England Regional
Vetermart School, told the senators that
there is not (ink a shortage of
tetermarians but a shortage of space in
etch riar% schools.
'There are about 1 7.5 tetermarians per
100.000 in population.' Griffin said.
"That makes a shortage in Maine of 75
per cent. In 1464 the rejection rate for
teterinart students in New England was
71 per tent last sear the figure was 95
per cent, none from UMO." said Griffin.
Griffin explained that there is a regional
discrimination in accepting applicants for
veterinary school. States which have a
school of veterinary: science usuallt take
out-of-state students only if there is
enough room after accepting resident
students. He told of one UMO student
who had a 3.8 grade point average but
N as denied admission into a veterinary
school because he was not a resident.
In the past, a solution to the problem
has been contracts arranged between
states that do not hate a vet school and
those that do. Under such a plan, the
unit ersitt would purchase atailable space
f,it: students in an out-of-state tetermary
sch,Nil. But the cost of this method
(usual!. about $8.000 per student per
year) has made it impractical.
Seteral years ago. a plan was
introduced that involted the New England
states combining funds to build a regional
school. But that plan was also considered
too expensite and was given up when one
of the states backed out.
Now. e.ery Nev. England state has a
bill before their legislatures calling for the
Drinking age rote overturned
In an unusual . •te yesterday:. the Maine
House refused to approt e (77 to b3)
enactment of LD 4, a bill to raise the
drinking age to 20. The bill will now go
hack t., the Senate where it can be
amended or git en the same refusal the
House gate it.
In most soles of enactment, the house
usualls gist's its approtal. But according
to Sen. Peter Damon. assistant majority
leader, LD 4 has been the most
heatily•lobbied bill this session Most of
the lobbting. he added, has been done by:
Maine citizens not direetlt assosiated
with the nine and beer industrt. not
professional lobbyists.
Sen. Walter Hichens. sponsor of the
bill, said he was "very disappointed" with
the tote and the governor, who, he said.
'had no business making a statement
before the vote.''
Got. Longlet dropped hints this week
that he would not sign legislation to raise
Maine•s legal drinking age. saying there
was some doubt" in his mind about
whether he would sign the measure when
and if it reaches his desk.
I he senate now has the alternant es of
returning to the House a bill to raise the
thinking age to 20 in a 1, Ole subject to a
state-wide referendum, raise the drinking
age to 14 or raise the legal age to 14
tears-old subject to a referendum
Sen. Manton said he feels the House will
accept a bill raising the drinking age to 19
tears old. with or with out a referendum.
lhe House's latest tote is the most
recent in a series of seesawing totes.
Farliei the House had toted to defeat the
bill lit a one tote margin. The bill was
returned to the Senate %here amendments
were proposed to change the age from IN
to 19 and to take the original bill to the
people in a referendum. All amendments
were defeated and the Senate again
apprised the age 20 hill and returned to
the House. At that point. the House
retersed its derision and followed the
Dance marathon
h, hi, 61 .4 'mad*/ Dun( Meretiturc
Hom,,o. i. Hi romodu is being held as a
pail of Moiety Du% At-mutes. k will be
held in the Memorial Gymnasium
beginning Tuesdat etening April 29. 1975
at b:00 p.m. I ns year there will definitely
he lit c banns. food for the contestants.
and n co pities. First prize will again be a
nip I , Bermuda. All arrangements mill be
made tit 11,c Panhellenic Council. There
will by a $15.00 entrance fee for each
couple and each couple must be sponsored
by an organizati,in. Applications and
sponsor sheets can be picked up in the
Panhelhe Office (3rd floor Memorial
Union) beginning April 9 at 2:00 p.m.
Senate's lead Is% approsing ID 4
Original support for the measure . •me
Nlien legislators in both the uppc, and
lower chambers became concerned •thnst
the increased drinking among high
school-aged students The compromise 19
year-old limit. explained Danton, would be
amenable to both chambers as most
congressional members feel the likelihood
of 14-year•olds attending high school es
small.
lie Senate will discuss the bill and its
deosion to reject or amend the bill it
cypected tit mid afternoon today. A vote
I., amend the bill would mean it would
be returned to the House for another vote,
renovation of a state hospital near
Worcester. Massachusetts which could be
used for a regional vet school by 1977.
Mans states hate held hearings on the
pi-41)0%a'. but none have toted on it. The
Maine legislature will hear the bill. LD
1310. next Tuesday and Griffin is planning
a strong lobbying effort on the part of
UMO.
If the bill passes in each New England
state, it would provide seats for 900
veterinary students, 92 of which would
conic from Maine. Last year only 23
students from all of New England were
accepted into the 14 veterinary schools in
the country.
In other business. the GSS allocated
SIti5 to the Societt, of Civil Engineers for
expenses for a conference.
Libby named to trustees
The Executive Council approved Got.
Janie% B. Longley's nomination of former
UMO president Winthrop C. Libby to the
UM Board of Trustees Wednesday.
After hearing testimony on Libby's
nomination Tuesday. the council voted
unanimously to confirm him as the
replacement for former UM trust ree
Saepheta Hughes. who resigmed from the
WIN LiMiy
board Dec. 4 to take his seat in the Maine
House as a representative from Auburn•s
district four.
There was no testimony Tuesday in
opposition to Libby's appointment. but
Libby received high praise from those who
testified in fator of his nomination.
Orono Sen. Ted Curtis, Lewiston Rep
Louis Jalbert. and former trustee tand
governor. for a few days) Robert Haskell
all spoke strongly of Libby's quakily:a-
lums.
"No chief executive in all those years,
in my opinion, can match Winthrop
Libby." said Haskell. adding that the
former UMO president's appointment
would "greatly strengthen the unttersi-
ty.•'
Questioned after the Tuesday hearing.
Libby said he did not purport to be
representing student interests, as his
predecessor Hughes had done. In fact.
Libby said he would not fat or appointing a
violent to the board because he believes
that bt the time a board member's
se.en-tear term expires. that indi.idual
would no longer represent students.
Libby had returned from Florida to
attend the hearings, and is now expected
to take part in the trustees' next meeting
at the end of this month
Residential Life approves co-ed wing
Residential Life gate its approt al
luesday to Somerset Hall's experimental
PruPosal to form two co-ed wings in that
dorm. Iwo problems remain to be ironed
out, how et yr. before the new arrangement
becomes a reality.
Joline Morrison, assistant director of
Residential Life, said the decision to
apprise the proposal, which would change
the single-sex north and south wings on
second floor into co-ed residences, was
made Tuesday by herself, H. Rosa
Moriarty:. director of Residential Life, Neal
Oasis, also an assistant director of that
department, and Carolyn DelGuidice.
Hilltop complex area co-ordinator.
She also said that questions about room
arrangements and whether the students
reallt want the c'o'ed wings hate left the
proposition up in the air, at least until
Monday. These questions came to light
Wednesday et ening at a meeting attended
by residents of the two wings. Morrison.
and DelGuschee
Whether that irfestvie is feasible in
.se two sec lions sod a it Pi the people
presently Its mg there iii &mat be
decided ht the stealers% and otialtee.
Whether that hairstyle is feasibte in
those two sectioas and with the moat
people presentlt ht iirw there wiN kriattv be
decided b% the students and DelGuidice.
Msweison added As representative .4
Residential Lige IFI the .ompiez, area
co-ordinator De Ki lake V, tit hate the
major responsibility for monitoring the
experiment.
Morrison indicated her department
approt ed the Somerset plan with
President Nesille's assent. She said it
would not have been possible to gite the
go-ahead to such a change without
discussing it with Netille first.
Residential Life treated the proposal as
"a r inor change." allowing them to
emu mtcrit the usual route for lifestyle
chan
.dents were informed of the
de; rtment's decision Wednesday etc-
nit 
.z at a meeting.
titer a 45 minute discussion punctuated
b. long periods of silence, the residents
I ft the meeting uncertain about what
oblems had arisen, or even. what had
(wen decided. One male resident summed
up the general state of mind by sating he
was "confused."
A series of consultations between
residents and Somerset staff members has
been scheduled for the next three days to
try to iron out the room arrangement and
feasibility problems. A decision whether
or not to proceed with the plan will be
made before Monday.
Morrison said she thought the students
would ultimately decide in favor of the
proposal. She also said the second floor
residents had approached the proposal
''rationally and realistically". She added
that their mature approach to the problem
4if "whether this really is a viable lifestyle
for them," made a difference in hots the
experimental plan was written. and "that
made a difference. to us the Residential
life staff i'•
No matter w hat the Somerset students
decide. Residential Life has stated that
co-ed wings are "a stable lifestyle option"
for UMO.
Orono appropriates '5,500 for bus route
In a meeting held March 27. the town
Orono agreed to appropriate 55.5610 as its
share of the Bangor-Old Town Citithus
route deftest, and asked the Unitersits
WNW' to come up with 58.000. accorthog
to Bangor's transportation officer Witham
Ki it
At the same meeting. Old Town said
they a4nold appropriate their share of the
costs "more or less." Hunt stated.
The cost of subsidizing the bus motile
will run the three towns and UMO S13.604
each, according t,. Bangor City Manager
Merle 6,4f .
Hunt also said that Bangor ( itibus has
decided to cancel the n p no -ii n'. • nr,1
from Bangor and Old Town as a
cost-saving measure. This move alone will
chop "about S6,000 a year" off cittbus
costs, according to Hunt.
Old Town, Orono, Veazie and UMO
hate until April 24 to formulate a
definitite plan of action to submit to the
Maine Public Utilities Commission
It is Old low n's contention that liang.•r
'should pat for the shoppers coming into
Bangor" ,vi the cilia:sus system, Hunt said.
hi defending Bangor's rector* for mime
siobsidoiation, Knot said that mom times
tile toot's are charged for only min hoses
eten thosigh more than TM mat be used
"So Bangor is posing a goodh footstool of
it," he said.
Mont noted that Bangor charges each
ton it only $20 a week to pay: for part of len
salart and the salart ,4 one niannaeriance
man.
If Old Towr refuses to appropriate the
oceessars funds to vadasidize the route. the
buses mat ornt run to Orono. Hunt stated.
Hunt also said the survey requested by
Old Town showed that —over half the
passengers coming south into Bangor are
stud.. nts. We base a lot of students."
Bangor's city manager agreed to the 30
dat extension now in effect after publiclt
stating the Bangor City Council would not
help subsidize the Old T an route.
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Will LD 4 ever die?
Through the miracle of legislative indecision,
LE) 4, the bill that would raise the legal drinking
age from 18 to 20, has been bantered about so
much lately from House to Senate and Senate to
House that we are beginning to wonder - will this
thing ever die?
We have already noted the absurdity of the bill
in these columns, and there's little need to
explore our reasoning further. But after
witnessing the political shuffling that's gone on
during the last few weeks, a few observations are
in order.
First of all, it's obvious that Monday's vote for
engrossment of the bill (a move that, in essence,
made the bill immune to amendment in the
House) only came about because many of the
legislators who voted against the bill originally
were not in attendance. and because the bill's
proponents had lobbied hard. And although
Thursday's 77-63 House vote against enactment
was encouraging, we are afraid that this may not
yet be the end of it. LD 4 is still open to
amendment in the Senate. and may indeed come
back to haunt the House chambers again.
Aside from the blanket support this measure
has received from the state's conservative
bastions (namely, churches and public school
educators), the only attempt at logical argument
in favor of t has come disguised as a way to cut
down on traffic accidents and "undesireable"
teen-age drinking habits.
Traffic accidents involving teen-agers and
alcohol have gone up. so the argument goes, and
all because of the new lowered drinking age.
Well, without disputing the fact that this rise in
the accidet count has occurred, we nevertheless
maintain that 1) no one has proved to our
satisfaction that there is an actual causal
relaionship between the rise in accidents and the
lowered drinking age: 2) it is ridiculous for the
state to recognize 18 as the age of majority on the
one hand, while singling out one privilege of
majority and with the other; 3) it is incredibly
naive of the legislature to believe that any bill it
passes could reduce the amount of teen-age
drinking, or that they have the power to legislate
responsible drinking habits; and 4) didn't we go
through all during prohibition?
Since the bill could yet be approved in some
new form, we suggest that concerned students
continue to lobby hard against it until we are sure
that it's stone cold dead.
But if LD 4 does pass some day. in some
alternative form, we will have no option but to
swing all our support to a bill recently filed by
House veteran Rep. Louis Jalbert. Jalbert's bill
goes far in putting LD 4 in its proper perspective.
In short, it would raise the legal drinking age to
50 (put that in your pipe, legislators).
Congratulations
It should be pretty well-known by now that Jim
McGowan and Dave Bridges will lead the UMO
General Student Senate next year. We
congratulate the victors and. particularly the
students who voted. A record turnout of
off-campus voters and a 40 per cent turnout
generally is encouraging news for everyone
concerned. The numbers show that students are
beginning to realize that it is time to seek out
leaders who are representative of the majonty.
While the numbers of voters were from the whole
population of the UMO community. the rising
percentage of interested people, we hope.
indicates a change in attitude of the students
toward their government, a change that will help
everyone.
We also hope the steady communication
between student government and this newspaper
will continue under the new administration. Jim
McGowan has always been helpful in deciphering
the activities of UMOSG. of which he is a UMO
representative. for Campus reporters, and his
knowledge of student and state politics has often
proved invaluable.
\limy issues will be coming before the
-Washington Connection
Jeff %. Bettie
Jessica. former RA from
Somerset Hall working for Ed
Muskie•s Intergovernmental Rela-
tions Subcommittee. barely made it to
Washington in the first place. hasing
to drop a course last fall to delay her
graduation until this May-. Since
arrising. she has spiced many a
brown bag break recounting her
exploits.
First it was sharing an elesator
with Teddy Kennedy (about a two on
a scale of one to ten i then bumping
tnto Lorne Green in the rain outside
the Dirksen Building (which got about
an eight from Jessica.)
She was at a committee hearing
one afternoon when a lobbyist
suffered a fatal stroke while
testifying, one experience she has
much difficulty relating
Last week she had the grandest of
times -• she attended President
Fords State of the World Address to a
Joint session of Congress. and sat in
the Senate Wive's Gallerv in the
House. So what was to you "boring
as hell" on television last Thursday
night, was just that to Jessica in
person. Except. her surroundings
were slightly more awe-inspiring than
Maine Campus
EDITORIALS
students next year, notably the almost-assured
establishment of collective bargaining units here
by fall, and both the Campus and the senate can
be instrumental in explaining its workings and
implications to the campus community.
Each academic year brings its own new issues.
problems and people, and the Campus looks
forward to developing a healthy. working
relationship with the new student government
leaders.
Cupitubtripping with Jessica flolidav
your us mg riw.m or dorm room.
Mrs. Muskie was ill that night. so
Jessica put in a bid for the ticket and
when Rick Romano% the other UMO
intern working for Muskie. relen-
swished his earlier dibs. Muskie's
staff director gas c the ticket to
Jessica. Nobody else in the office was
interested.
Jessica's story begins as she
passed a spotlighted figure on the
capitol lawn, who she referred to with
the classic interns lament, which she
invented: "I know it was somebods.
but I didn't know who." It was Tom
Brokaw of NBC-TN'. Then there was a
large crowd of milling pro
-Israeli
demonstrators. and "about a thou-
sand cops.-
When she made it to the gallery.
she was seated behind the wife of
Senator Frank Mass of Ohio. and she
passed the time easesdropping nn a
discussion of Happy Rockefeller's
attendance record in the Senate
Wives Club.
The chamber began to fill as the
doorman introduced Rockefeller and
the Senate. and they all trooped in
together. "It was like a big cocttail
party with no alcohol.•• says Jessica.
"They were all leaning into the seats.
shaking hands and laughing with
House members.•"
The pompous parade went on. as
the President's wife and children
clitcred. and the cabinet, and the
White House staff Then as the nation
watched: "Mr. Speaker. the Presi-
dent of the United States." A few
hearts rounds of applause. and that
was it for the excitement.
"He lost me after the third word."
savs Jessica. "and Carl Albert was
falling asleep.- Much of the nation
slept with him.
The President was not the last
person to enter the chamber.
howeYer. "I was looking around the
gallers.. checking ti see who was
interesting, when I saw some
moyenient on the floor out of the
corner of ms eye.- said Jessica.
The latest arrival was none other
than Maine Congressman David F.
Emery. sneaking in. about five or
eight minutes into the speech. said
Jessica. "He came ducking in. and
crawled into his seat, and as he sat
down, nodded a hello to the
congressmen sitting next to him. The
guy just looked over as if to say 'are
you kidding'" I couldn't believe it."
Emery had just a bit more class in
showing up late than several other
members. freshman Democrats, who
v.alted out as the President made his
pitch for SI billion in aid for
you-know-where. He outclassed a-
ril4her. too, who leaned over a couple
of rows to whisper a one-liner that
cracked up Bella Abuts.
Jcssis .redits Emers•s late
entrance. howeser, with making the
President's State of the World specs h
memorable. Ti, each tit' the sit USIO
interns down here, it will he little
things like that we will remember
years froni now. the little insignificant
impressions we are lucky enough to
discern from the masstse assault on
the physical and emotional senses
that is Washington D.(
The President's speech still rates
below the eservdav . rhetorical activity
of the Senate floor. in Jessica's diary.
anyway. "I think its most exciting to
sit and hear these men debate hot
issues.- Her most enjoyable experi-
ence was the night she stayed in the
gallery until I a ni. to hear the Senate
debate and pass their version of the
Tax Rebate bill
The Senate rates a ten with Jessica
I grant my ten to the Supreme Court
(but only seven without William 0
Douglas.) Jessica sass the Supreme
Court seems too dry, while the Senate
seems too plastic to me.
There is one ten we agree on, and
that's eating lunch on the lawn in
front of the Capitol. If you ever get a
chance to visit Washington. don't
take the Tourmobile, or wait in line to
visit the White House. Don't ride the
Metrobuses. Eat your lunch CM the
lawn (4 the United States Capitol. It
will make the trip worth the effort.
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letters
Gordon's commentary ignores many campus cultural events
To the editor:
As a member of the
university's music department.
I feel compelled to make a reply
to Bill Gordon's outrage to the
university and the state. In the
Friday. April I I. issue of the
Campus. I read a piece of
journalistic refuse having ah-
•=111F
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Books due
To the editor:
This is to remind the UMO
community that all Library
books are due on May 16th.
Each book returned after that
date will be subject to a $ 5.00
fine.
Jeanne Goldberg
solutely no basis in fact. In the
first paragraph. Gordon vividly
illustrates his lack of literary
finesse by resorting to ridicu-
lous profanity.
He continues to mention a
"big, dumb mass populace that
apparently has the artistic
tastes of a ten-year-old."
Merely judging front the
selection of art. drama, films,
and concerts available to us
oyer the last. sav, five years, I
would have to conclude that
Gordon either II is trying to
impose his own land in the
writer's opinion, inexplicable)
'taste.' upon the university in
general. or 2) is largely
unaware of the cultural events
ongoing at UMO. Unfortunately
for Gordon. the latter appears
to be the case.
Of course he does try to
impose his personal prefer-
ences on us, as is evident by his
plaudits for the Italian Film
Festis al. To the writer. Gordon
appears to consider "culture"
an evidence of sophistication,
rather than an emotional.
human form of communication
and evpressiveness
I, however, will not resort to
infantile tactics such as con-
demning Gordon with personal
slander. For example. what sort
of journalist writing an article
supposedly about the arts
would attack a group's morali-
ty? Amazingly enough. in the
very same paragraph in which
he preaches so clamorously
about UMO's consumption of
pot and beer, he once more
finds the need to resort to
vulgarity.
In another paragraph we find
ourselves pondering Gordon's
fanaticism about sub-titles. I
wonder about the significance
of sub-titles, positively or
negatively. which arouses such
trauma in Gordon's obviously
non-creative mind.
However, in the paragraph
following. Gordon proves be-
yond any shadow of doubt his
ignorance about cultural pro-
grams at UMO. I refer to his
comment about the lack of
attendance at "classical" (an
obviously amateurish adjective)
music concerts. I can recall
innumerable examples to the
contrary. one which is
partkurly apparent to my mind.
It seems that Gordon is not
quite so culturally aware as he
professes to be. for if he had
gone to the Oratorio Society's
Christmas performance of Han-
del's Messiah, he surely would
have observed that Memorial
Gym was even more packed
than for any basketball game in
my memory and that includes a
large number of seats on the
floor itself. The "attendance'
problem is minimal. If Gordon
doubts it. he might deign to
attend the 20th Century Music
Ensemble concert this coming
Saturday.
His cultural outrages in the
"Commentary" go on ad
nauseam. One could exhaust a
volume replying to his idiotic
criticisms but that is unneces-
sary. One thing is necessary.
however, and that is to clarify
Gordon's mind about a particu-
larly inaccurate comment in one
of the closing paragraphs.
Specifically. Gordon remarks
that: "the only department
which makes announcements
on a regular basis of concerts
(?), films, etc. is the art
Candidate interviews biased?
To the editor:
I was extremely disappointed
in the interviews vou conducted
with the Student Government
presidential candidates.
It was unobjective to have
dittcrent reporters interview
the mdisidual candidates. Each
interviewer was given instruc-
tions on conducting the inter-
tews, and he in turn
interpreted these instructions in
his own was The various
interviewers, using their
relations of the instructions,
interpreted put across their own
bias when doing the write up
of theinteryiews. The questions
asked limited the candidates to
.1 %cry small area front which
the candidates were to portray
.1 picture of themselyes anti
their views.
I Wiese that the below
stated procedures will aid in
rrecting this in the future.
/Jaye one individual interyiew
all of the candidates, with a
specified list of questions.
There should be a time limit on
the interview and a limit on
space provided in the Campus
This process will present the
candidates through a consistent
point of view and with equal
time and space. Each candidate
should be offered space to ivnte
a short article on himself. This
will present the candidate to
the student without someone
else's bias. He will be able to
express ideas and opinions
other than those brought forth
in the interview . This should be
done under limitations on space
pros 'tied. for all candidates
should he gisen equal space
and time
Kevin J. Boyle
14e appreciate your sugges-
tions hosvever. it IA our belief
that vie made the candidates
aware that their remarks had to
he short for space reasons, and
the% till CimpeIllied WE' don't
hold that as you do. each
candidate must get the exact
Sam,' amount of space to
answer questions sufficiently. If
any candidate wanted to say
more than he did. then that
candidate should have done so.
and we would have edited for
space.
Ay it turned out, we did not
edit any content of any of the
candidates. responses. We
merely made some minor word
changes. We furthermore don t
believe that it was necessary for
us to say to candidate A.
-could .you say a it'W more
SeMienCeN on this sublect. so
you'll have the same amount of
space as candidate 11?-- It s not
the amount of space that counts
las long as each gets a
reasonably equal amount. us
they did . hut rather what each
candidate has to say in that
space. And here. only the
individual judgement of the
reader can he exercised.
Eggs and highway safety
ie editor;
seldom write letters to
•rs, but this incident
ants attention. On Sunday,
s riding my bicycle down
•ge Avenue when. as I
• abreast of two fraternities
mite the Newman Center
; know who the. are). I
d a noise and saw a raw
hit the pavement directly in
t of me. As I continued, at
t six more eggs were
wit. Fortunate% . I was not
eedless to say. I was a bit
-t. Had I of any other cyclist
striae/ in the face. a
,us or fatal accident could
• resulted. One not only
s ridiculous with egg on his
er face, but one cannot see,
cr. With cars passing me at
n.p.h.. I doubt that I would
have survived a collision had I
lost control. Need I also
mention the waste of good
food?
I merely ask the fraternity
brothers involved to consider
what might have happened as
Ed.
a consequence of their indul
gettce of "spring fever.•'
Incidents like this only serve
to damage the reputations of all
fraternities
D. 1POUrnier
Penobscot Hall
Cheating is the rule
To the editor -
As I was coming out of an
exam last Friday. I overheard a
group of students ta king abut
who's paper each on. had
copied. It was a big joke to all of
them
Cheating on this campus
seems to be the rule. rather than
the exception And it is unfair
that we students are getting
away with it - unfair not only to
each other but to ourselves. I
would hate to see a return to the
elementary school days of
classroom monitoring, but we
obviously can't be trusted.
Something has to be done.
Perhaps we should all stop and
reflect on our values for a while
before our next exam
Janet M. Kennedy
Kaaaebec Hall
department." That statement is
totally erroneous, as anyone
could see from the most cursory
look around the campus.
Music department posters are
everywhere, all the time, and
many end up in students'
rooms. Although this makes for
duplication, the students
spread the word very effective-
ly. An apology to the
departments Gordon has gross-
ly offended is in order.
In closing, Gordon states that
his article will probably -go
largely ignored.- That is an
exceptionally wise piece of
advice, and it is precisely the
fate that such rubble deserves.
I advise Gordon to open his
ears and his eyes. if he can
momentarily cease making
unpleasant noises, and he will
perceive a great deal that he is
missing.
Robin Ann Barron
Detector faulty
I'' the editor:
I have noticed the library has
installed a detector at the
chct'k-uuut desk.
My comment is. if you do
something. either you do it as
good as possible or not at all.
The system works simply by
ringing if you do not de-magne-
tim the book at the check-out
desk. That is fine, but what
about periodicals room journals
and magazines which do not
have magnetic strips. The
danger is these may be lost, and
they do. in my judgement.
represent the most valuable part
of the library. No one has paid
any attention to this. I have
been waiting for six months or
more and no one seems to care.
I have thought (if this because
I have seen articles being
remi'se'd from magazines such
as .S't•tentdic American and
Journal of Biological Sciences,
Because 4 this system it is easy
fur persoo(s) to cut these
article% or take the prurnal or
magazine.
Since none of us would permit
someone to cut a chapter or two
from our bookis). please do not
do it to tlic magahnes. please.
Said A. Goneli
Non-smokers
To the editor:
You've probably seen us
around - passing out buttons
posters, literature and asking
that you read and possibly sign
a petition. We are the voice of a
sector here on campus con-
cerned with the rights of the
non-smoker and have been
working hard to achieve a more
comfortable environment for
everyone. Whether you are a
smoker or not isn't the
important issue here. Whether
you are concerned about the
comfort and health of yourself
or others is. So if you see a
petition concerning the rights of
non-smokers, look it over, take
time to think about it, and then
possibly sign it. This type
of program needs not only your
support but your cooperaton.
Denise L'Heureux
Denny Packard
Ron McIntyre
Elaine Beaurtvage and others.
Mani Campus April la, 1975
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Oxford resident reports felony-scale theft
For the third time in two weeks, a
felony-scale theft has occurred at UMO.
The victim. Bruce Fournier of 335
Oxford Hall. reported to university police
Tuesday that someone had entered his
locked room that afternoon and taken his
tape player and 25 tapes.
Asst. Director Bryan F. Hilchey of the
(MO Department of Police and Safety
said Fournier told police he had left his
room at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday, locking his
door behind him. His roommate returned
at 4 p.m. and found the door open and
unlocked.
The tape player was a reel-to-reel type
valued at $360, while the 25 seven-inch
Yeels of tape are worth $275. This brings
the total value of the missing items to
McGowan plans to lobby
•from page onv•
getting to know a lot of the legislators and
they are beginning to recognize us. We
can definitely have input."
Bridges feels that the (;SS can continue
to be an effective lobbying body.
•'1 hope we can continue to lobby. There
are a lot of bills last year that students
didn't even know about that affected them
and that the GSS worked for. I think we
had a real affect on the killing of the
drinking age bill." Bridges said.
McGowan and Bridges, who will take
iffice next tuesday evening, said some of
the issues they will be working on nest
year include collectiye bargaining and
pre-paid legal service for the students.
"Students are mentioned only once in
the collective bargaining legislation.'•
McGowan said. "If the bill goes through
and the faculty is given the right to
collectively bargain, students will have to
be given the same right just as a defense
mechanism."
"As far as pre-paid legal service. I'm
really pleased with the possibilities. I
would feel confident if there were some
form of legal staff on this campus."
McGowan said the 40 per cent student
turnout shows him students are
concerned.
"I think the vote. especially the
referendum vote, shows that students care
where their money is going and I hope
students continued to get involved."
PART TIME WORK
Many openings for part time year round work
in Retailing, Wholesaling, Market Development,
Management. May work during
vacations in home town
Associated Distributors
APPLY TO: 17 Farvue
Bangor, Me. 04401
 •
WA NIE D
Married Student Couple. approx. June 1 - Labor Day, summer
work for elderly couple at Oxford County lakeside home.
DUTIES: Domestic assistance (no cooking), grounds care,
cottaqe maintenance, chauffeuring, companionship BENEFITS:
good salary, private cottage. all beach facilities. Respond only if
mature, responsible and conventional. Personal interview and
references required For Appointment, contact A. Schwartz, 10
Frost Lane, Orono, 04473, 866-4018, before 9 a.m., after 5:30
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$635. $135 more than the $500 minimum
needed for a felony classification.
Police have summoned a Knox Hall
resident to appear in Third District Court
in Bangor on a charge of fourth degree
arson.
The student. David Gadapee of 315
Knox. was summoned in connection with
the March 17 burning of a bulletin board
on the west wing of first floor Knox. He is
scheduled to appear in court April 23.
Robert McGhee of Phi Mu Delta
fraternity' was summoned by police April
II on a charge of willful damage to
university property.
According to Hilchey, police were called
in to investigate a disturbance at
Penobscot Hall at 10:15 last Friday
evening. Upon arrival. Hilchey stated, the
investigating officer saw a Lincoln
Continental "doing power turns" on the
RESEARCH PAPERS
MP 001 Q101111 JIMIL06
nein mots.". VINEIONS =WOW.
IMO ese-orr.
t FIT 44
A.P. AAIUN Nu MIA
lawn in front of Penobscig. The
automobile then left the lawn and crossed
over College Ave. to the front lawn of
Kappa Sigma fraternity where it began
doing more power turns.
The vehicle was stopped behind the
fraternity by a second officer called in to
assist, who issued the summons to
McGhee.
Total damage to the two lawns was
estimated by the Department of Grounds
and Services at $203.
McGhee was to appear in court today.0
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Host It rival 1 Conn tomorrow
Black Bear nine defeat Husson 7-3
The Maine Bears continued to get good
pitching coupled with strong hitting as
they. came from behind to beat a pesky.
Husson College club 7-3 last Wednesday
at Husson.
Steve Conley, Steve Hussey and
fireman Jim Lynch combined to throw a
three-hitter at Husson. Conley. who won
his second game of the campaign. pitched
the first b and two thirds innings as he
allowed all three runs and hits while
striking out and walking sewn as he had
control problems. The UMO junior was
throwing well however as he showed
Hussein an oyerpowering fastball along
with a sharp-breaking curse.
Conley was reheyed in the seventh hs
Steve Hussey with two men on and two
out. Hussey walked the first batter he
faced to load the bases hut struck out the
next hitter to end the Husson threat.
Hussey breezed through the eighth and
Jim LYnch secured the win for Conley by
retiring the side in order in the ninth
Maine had fallen behind in the
hallgarne 3-2 but came up with four runs
in the fifth inning to go ahead to stay.
Kt:yin Goodhue started the UMO rall
with a walk and John Dumont continued to
hit a ton as he doubled to the base of the
left field bleachers. The ball could have
been a home run if the left field fence had
been erected.
But Goodhue tripped as he rounded
third and in a very close play at third Was
called safe as he scrambled back.
Ed Flaherty collected a single to score
Goodhue. Jack Leggett walked and a wild
pitch allowed Dumont to score and Maine
went ahead 4-3. Russ Queti singled to left
center to drive home Leggett.
The Bears picked up another run in the
sixth inning when left fielder Paul Cairme
doubled to right, went to third on a passed
hall and scored on a sacrifice fly: by Rich
Prior
They jumped off to a very quick 2-0 lead
in the first inning as Hussein hurler Tim
Murphy walked three in a row and then
gave up a double to John Dumont. And Ed
Flaherts followed with a blooper that fell
in for a single to score the second run of
the inning.
But Husson came hack in the fifth as
Alhn Brown seen as key factor
•
in outdoor track prospects
14% 1 om tis'0.015
%%hearer the Maine outdoor track team
can put together a successful outdoor
season and defend its Maine Insitational
title still depend in large part on the
performances of some key freshmen as
well as pros en yeterans like Gerry
Laflamme. 84311 %an Peursem. Erk
Lammi. and SteYe teathe
One of these freshmen is All%n Brown
who is coming off a great indoor season in
which he doubled in the h00 and the mile
relas Outdoors Brown will be running in
the 440 Intermediate Hurdles and maybe
the 440-yard run in some meets.
Brown. who ran the MO in high school.
indicated that he dropped down to the b00
indoors in order to double in the mile
relay.
"I ran the 1.raX) a couple of times and
really didn't like it If I had ran the 1.000 I
couldn't haye doubled and coach Ballinger
Allyn Brown
,.katIteit flit to double-Up I an, runrung the
430 Intermediates because- the coach
.BallInger) henry cs it eould he no best
c sent." Brown said
Ihe UMO freshman yea% ,10%kcd at
I3.' in his best time oyer 600 yards and
he qualified for the 1C4A meet in thc Mk).
as part of the mile relax team, and in the
440.
-I really enjoyed the indoor sea 
because I prefer indoor track to outdoor
track. Indivirs everything is close and you
really feel part of the meets; they seem
more exciting. In outdoor track eyerythm2
is spread out.'' Brown oirnmentc,t
Coming off his fine indoor season
Brown is %cry confident about the
abhresiated outdoor season. He sass that
the important thing is peaking for the big
meets and sinee the season is only three
weeks long his only resenation is that he
might not peak in time.
hat- neYer competed in the 4411
Intermediates. There isn't that much
competion because nobody runs it
Hopefully. hy working k lose with Mr.
Ballinger I can haye a good year.- Brown
said
Brown Sass that as a rule he doesn't set
speetfie goals for himself such as SpeilfIL
times. His goals for college consisted
mainlY in just qualifying for the New
England% and the 1( 4A meet.
'•1 am still not really sure of what I can
do In high school 1 neyer really had nic
own cent as the coach moyed me around
according to where I would help the team
the most. So finally this spring I am going
ot run my own esent 1440 Intermediate
hurdles) and I would hke to win the Maine
In tational and hopefully do well in th
New England% besides qualifying for the
IC4A•s.- Brown indicated
The resident of Aroostook Hall has been
concentrating on quality workouts in
perparation for tomorrow's meet against
UNH. Brown indicated that it is very
important to get speed work in before a
meet.
'In a quantity workout I do inter-sal
workouts to build up nix speed but when I
change to Quality cyorkouts I might run
just two 440's hut I go after good times in
both,- Brown explained.
Next season Maine's outdoor schedule
will be expanded to include Holy Cross.
Northeastern. Rhode Island. Connecticut.
and UMass. Brown belieyes this will help
the Bears betause the added competton
will gist- them a chance to run faster
tin ic 5.
thc:y scored three runs to take a 3-2
ads antage. A walk. Nick L'ivitillo's single.
and an error on an attempted double-steal
gave Husson their first run of the
afternoon. Buddy Wood followed with a
base hit and Charlie Muller's doubk gave
Iiiiime eh • 0 r01
c....no I. f I I S •
Paw.. 004 ! I I
Gamalaaue. 1 a 7 1 •
ow•wri. c I 1 1
Geatle.0 • • 5
ilaltpriv CP IRO I I I
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A Mut Iwo% Pe. I 0 0
(Areal* 39 0 0 •
(wart • P 0 0 0
Haribirr . P • • •
1.100, P • 0 0
lolots 'I I •
Husson its only runs of the ballgame.
With the win Maine improved its record
to 4-0 in the north and lb-b including the
southern tour. Tomorrow the Bears have
a big double-header against Yankee
Conference rival UConn here at Orono.
Gymnasts end
1 he w -nten's gymnastic team, under
the direction of Barbara Stoyell and
assistant Jeanne Walsh. finished up their
regular season with an outstanding 11-1
record last Tuesday when they bettered
t MP!. olby and USD-. m a four team
meet. All that remains for the Black
Bears is the state meet which is scheduled
for Saturday at 1 p iii. in Portland
UNIO amassed tx5.5 points in I uesday's
contest to easily outdistance UM 1
Colby 444.65). I,. MI- 144.251,
who are considered the three hest squads
in the state n xt to Maine. Beck. Day is
led the team to yietory b% placing third in
Yaulting. fourth in the balance beam.
third on the un yen bars, and second in
11- v‘r exercise Other top scorers for
MAIN! %i-re captain Dotty Cornea . who
N as second in yaulting. Beth Welsh. who
was third on the balance beam and fifth on
the floor. and Dianna Berry . who placed
first on the uncycn bars. Mrs. St.' y ell
called Dayis ••probably the top all-around
performer in the state.
In all four ex ent%. the point totals of the
top three gymnasts on each team are
added together to obtain the team's total
score. Coach Stoyell attributed the
squad's successful season to their (At-rail
strength.
Mamie
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season 11-1
She said the team's performers are so
e%enly matched, that when one girl
mishandled a routine, there were usually
three others aYallable who were adept
enough to proyide a high score in that
esent any wax Besides I)a% is. Comeau.
Welsh. and Berry. other members of this
balanced squad are Paula Maxim
iuneyensi. Jan Budreau lunesens. yault).
Iii Desrouehes (balance. yault. floor).
Keith' ase runeyens. balancel. Sherri
LoYejoy (balance' t. Kathy Miller coley ens.
balance). and Inn Hartnett (balance.
floor). Dianna Hem competes in the
%milting cent in addition to the uneYen
bars
US40 has been Int pro% lug steadily
throughout the season. In their first meet
they amassed only 49 points. so their hs
point total in their final regular season
meet represents an aniating It point
increase' in the qualit of the team's
perfc irma nee
Due to this improyement and because
they defeated their strongest competition
in the state on Tuesday. Coach Stoyell is
confident UMO still win the state meet
Last year. Maine finished third behind
UMPI and Colby. but they 'se already
beaten both of them twhe this season.
Their only loss came to an out of state
team. Vermont
Higgins, Kulhawy accept
athletic scholarship bids
'Iwo more - blue chip'. high school
basketball players have decided to attend
UMO this fall.
Accepting athletic scholarships at ('MO
have been Kesin Kulhaw . a ti
lefthanded shooting guard from Saddle
brook. N.J. and a unanimous chute for
the first team All-Bergan County team:
and Scott Higgins. a ti-5 195 pound
forward from Kennebunk. 3 19"S
All-Maine selection.
I hey join Doyer-FAxeroft's h-P.% forward
center Ke% in Nelson as 19"4-"s ycliocliboy
standouts who have decided 1- attend
UMO next fall.
Kulhawy. a f w -year aarsity starter.
has been listed as the sec -,nil best
all-around player in the Bergan
County Scholastic League American
Division. next to Bill Willoughby of
Englewood who is a Parade Magatine All
American and listed by many as the top
high school senior in the country.
An indication of Kulhawy's completeness
as a player are his statistics from this past
season in which he aYeraged 21.3 points
per game. 11 rebounds and 12 assists. He
led New Jerses in free throw shooting.
hitting 188 of 210 attempts for a 90 per
cent accuracy figure. His field goal
accuraey of 60 per cent is also an
impressiYe figure.
During his four years Kulhaws totaled
1.510 points and captained the 14-4-'5
During his tour years Ikulhawy totaled
1.510 points and captained the 1974-75
club that ended with a 1--8 record. During
his four sears his school posted an overall
"; mark. Additionally. Kulhawy is an
lent student, twice named to the
National Honor society. This year he was
named to the All-New Jersey third team.
Higgins is regarded as one of the best
shooting "big" men to plav this past
season in Maine. He also w a% a four-year
yarsity starter, and mended 1.183 career
points and 1.150 rebounds, the was
nalla'd a Southern York County League
All
-Star as a sophomore. junior and
Nem as named a Prep All-American in
19-4: arid ir 14-4 tied a Western Maine
(lass B tournament record of 13 straight
free throws.
During this past season he captained
the Kennebunk High School team and
aseraged 20 points per game arid 21
reb. iund s.
UMO head coach Tom "Skip"
happelle, in commenting on the
akteptancv of the two players. said,
feel both of these boys Can contribute
immediatly to our program. In addition to
their pruyeti athletic ability they both are
%cry ...unit academically and will help to
gist- us the it erall ba lance and depth
llevded to he a factor in Yankee
Conference and New England
a
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Two/Moody Blues
rekindle former group's genre
In the last arts and entertainment section. this reviewer said
the Moody Blues had released what was surely their last album.
But Justin Hayward and John Lodge, the lead guitarist and
bass player of the Moody Blues have gone out on their own and
released a new LP, Blue Jars.
This release follows in the tradition of the Moody Blues
highly-orchestrated style, and has the fine guitar work of
Hayward and Lodge. But in the shuffle which has occured in
the two years since the Moody Blues broke up. Hayward and
Lodge have picked up five other musicians for back-up- Graham
Deakin on drums. Kirk Duncan on piano, Jim Cockey plays
yiolin. Tim Tompkins palys viola, and Tom Tompkins is on
To produce the album. London Records built the new
Threshold Studio, under the direction of Tony Clark. producer
of the former group. to be used by members of the Moody
Blues. Blue. Jays is a concept LP. its theme central to lonelines
created from the breaking up of a relationship. As an entire
recording. Blue Jays is an exceptional piece. but the cuts are
successful individually as well.
The first side of the album begins with the cut "This
Morning." a moderately moving piece with a strong beat. It
gets the album off to a good start, setting the mood for what is'
t,, come. It's good •movin• down the road' music due to the
strong beat. but mellows out in the middle passages.
gitywdaPet -thatti
tt1
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"Remember Me, My Friend' will be the first cut released as
a single. It is also the first cut to be jointly written by Hayward
and Lodge. and recorded in the Threshold Studios. The entire
piece lasted 9/1 minutes. and had to be cut to fit on the disk.
The long version is available on cassette however. It should be
pointed out that "Remember Me. My Friend" although slated
for single release, is still a great distance from the typical top
forty fare going around today. It is not in bubble-gum style. but
rather a very tender and moving piece.
"My. Brother" has an actual pipe organ in the cut, which
provides a good change of pace. The following cut. "You," as
well as the last on the side, "Nights, Winters, Years." are fine
examples of the careful blending of rock with thee full body of a
full orchestra.
The best cut on the album is "Saved by the Music:* the first
band on side two. Written by John Lodge. it is reminiscent of
•"Ride My See-Saw." a well known hit, also composed by
Lodge. from the Moody Blue's second album, In Search of the
Lost Chord. It is fast moving, as in See-Saw, and with an
orchestrated background done by Hayward-Lodge. et al.
According to Hayward, "Saved by the Music was one of
those numbers where everyone tried out what thes could do on
different instruments, and in the end got a whole little
orchestra of our own going, which is great. French horns, you
know. ....and stuff and guitars all over the place and little
picolos and high flutes. Knockout."
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Blue Jays
Justin Hayward & John Lodge
Threshold THS 14
`... got a whole
little orchestra
of our own
going, which
is great....'
The next cut. "I Dreamed Last Night," is a mellow tune.
with ce4lo providing a background lead. It also has the backup of
the London Festival Orchestra, conducted by. Peter Knight. This
ensemble provided orchestral back up for all seven of the
Moody Blues' alburns.When still together as a group. the
Moody Blues agreed that any solo venture done by the
members would include Knight and his orchestra.
The feature part of "Who Are You Now" is a beautiful cello
solo by Tim Tompkins. placed between the two verses of the
song. Originally written as a single solo piece, Hayward had to
add the cello solo and one more verse to bring it to a suitable
length for the record.
The last two cuts. "Maybe" and "When You Wake Up"
finish the disc well, again with orchestrated backup." Wake Up'•
has well written lyrics which fittingly end the album: Now as we
speed a litk •Iiister through the stars to this new world of ours
with the seed that the garden requires.
When first listening to Blue Jays. this reviewer realized how
much the album carries over in the genre of the Moody Blues.
After investigating, it was found the only difference in the
album from the entire group's seven is lack of the other three
members. Ray Thomas, Mike Pinder and Graeme Edge. All
remaining personnel. producer Tony Clark. recording engineer
Derek Varnals. as well as the sleeve artist. Phil Travers. are the
As for the other three members of the group, two are
planning solo releases of their own. Both Thomas and Edge will
be releasing discs in late May or early June, both on the
'Threshold label. Thomas is a vocalist and flutist, while Edge
was the drummer of the group.
This album has come at a very good time • the music world
is ready and waiting for a new release from the Moody Blues.
or at least part of them. The recording quality on the disk is
extremely high. as were all of the seven previous releases.
Highs as well as lows come through without distortion, making
a well tuned piece for listening.
The recording is worth the price. which is more than one can
say about a great percentage of the vinyl garbage in ‘.yist
today. Many persons complain that all Moody's stuff sounds
much the same, but if you listen to it, it really doesn't. For the
dyed-in-the-wool Moody's fan, this album is a must, and those
who could take or leave the former group, it is one of the best
albums which will come along for a long time.
by Steve Weird
Justin Hayward John Lodge
A Two Maine Campus
books 
1975
4MERICAN REVIEW 22
Edited by Theodore Solotaroff
?.75 pages. Bantam Books. S2.45
The Anterican Review lARI series is
low in its eighth year. and the present
volume is. as its name implies. the 22nd
issue. These books, which now come out
semiannually (they used to appear three
times a vear. but because of the economic
crunch.  the editor says, there had to be a
cutback.) are where you will find all of the
really good and new American writing.
There are essays. poems, and short stories
of sufficient diversity to please even the
most ardent book-hater—at least I think
so. not being a book-hater myself. But
perhaps I shouldn't even try to guess what
a book-hater might like, having witnessed
at the end of last semester the spectacle of
four or five students gathered around a
flaming waste basket gleefully watching
their textbooks going up in smoke. Why. I
wondered at the time, don't they sell their
books? At least in that was they could feel
securely inside themselves that they
hadn't been completely screwed over by
thc experience of a tough course and or
hateful professor. They would at least get
sonic money back out of the deal. But I
suppose that I am naive and do not
understand properly the psychology of the
book-hater. At any rate, let men say
before I get off this tangent that I think
that even these four or five book-burners
whom I sly, might he able to find
something to their liking in AR 22. Aftet
all, it isn't a textbook, and they don't have
to read it if the really don't want to.
What struck me most in this book was
the quality' of the short stones. There are
s-me really excellent ones here, full of a
,ft awareness and a sensitnit% to He.
They are the kinds of stories which set you
to svmdering about what is going on in
youi own life, cause you to question
whether it is as fulfilling as it might be.
and which can help you to an awareness of
feelings that you didn't know cou had.
This is what is great about serious writing.
I think, and what sets it off from such
spurious forms of art as the Arthur Haile
novel it an action movie like The
Towering inferno. With serious writing
you are compelled to think and to feel.
but with the others you are not.
Now I'm not saying that a book like
Hotel or Airport is bad or even that it is
not enjoyable. I only mean that such a
book has its limits and that we should
recognize those limits WW1 is a
suspensetui book, an action drama *hien
relieves us from the humdrum 44 our
ordinary lives, and which lets us sec int4
the exciting workings of a big city hotel,
but we cannot say that it has any real
connection with our inner selves. As a
matter if fact, it takes us momentarily
away from ourselves, it is in actuality an
escape. And we must recognize it as such.
It is not harmful to us so long as we know
and accept that it is not real, that it has flu-
vital connection with us. Haying done this,
we can sit back and enr% it.
On the other hand, the enjoyment a
pers,m can get from an anthology like AR
22 is. in my opinion, even greater than the
Arthur Harley kind. But you've got to be
willing to open yourself to new
experiences, and to get rid of any
preconceiyed notions you might have as to
what a short story should by. Take, for
example. Robert Stone's story. "Aquarius
Obscured.- In it. a young woman. Alison,
OLDIES BUT GOODIES
THURS. & SUN.-
MIGHTY JOHN
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one day takes her three-year-old daughter.
Ii—yes. 101— to the San Francisco
Aquarium. Now Alison has been using
drugs and is slightly stoned bv the time
they get there, so she is more receptive
than usual to different types of sense
impressions. She and her daughter walk
up to the huge. glassed-in dolphin tank.
Alison peers in. and suddenly one of the
dolphins swerves by her. She watches his
graceful movement: the smooth arch up
toward the tip of the tank. and then the
beautiful swerve down again by her. He is
swimming around and around in the
green-blue water. Something is awakened
in Alison, and she begins to talk to the
dolphin as he comes by each time. And
he talks back. He seems to he the
answerer to something inside her.
something that couldn't be communicated
with anyone but him. It is something deep
out of her soul which she speaks. and the
dolphin is the sympathetic answerer to
her. They seemto come together in a kind
of intimate contact. But then the spell
breaks, and Alison is thrown hack again
into her ordinary consciousness, the
consciousness of the "real- world.
Now sonic might say that her vision was
just a flipped-out drug trip and the height
if uoreality. But I say that it is much more
real than The Towering Inferno. foi
example. which to my mind reaches thi
peak of illusion in the very fact of its
plausible realitY. It is plausible that this
giant, new skyscraper catches on fire, that
hundreds of people die. that Richard
Chamberlain. the selfish young villain.
himself falls to his death while trying to
keep others from being saved. that Steve
Mc-Queen and Paul Newman present
further death by their masculine heroics.
All this is very plausible. But it has
nothing to do with vou or me, because it
doesn't speak to our feelings and
emotittnal experiences. Alison's swim.
while not literally possible. is in fact
important because it has to do with the
most real if human feelings.
The other stones, poems. and essays in
this b,tok likewise remain true to
legitimate human concerns Some are
better than others. Robert Cottcer•s
-What ever Happened to Gloomy Gus if
the Chicago Bears?•• is at once
entertaining, funny', and depressing.
perhaps because it is an exaggerated
ficti.tnal portrait of none other than
Richard Milhous Nixon. There is also a
posthumous %tors by John Berryman,
"Wash Far Away,- which deals with an
English professor's rebirth of hope and
upose while teaching Milton's •1.vcidas
Ian McFwarv.s "Last Day of Summer- is
the sensitive story of an orphaned boy and
the experiences he goes through after his
parents have died. Judith Beth Cohen. in
"Vet mint Diary.- takes us through a year
in the life a a woman who had been a
political activist in the 60•s. And Max
Apple's "Understanding Alvarado" is ihe
humorous story of an imaginary struggle
between Fidel Castro and a former
American marr•leaguer for the losalty if
a Cuban baseball placer
among the poems and essays,
notewoth% are Richard Howard's -Dec-
ades.- Robert Phillips* "The Cultivated
man,... John Vernon's "Language and
Writing.** and Richard Gilman.% "Deca-
dence Approaches to the Word.- These
ate all quite good
by Tun Allen
Watership Down
by Richard Adams
Avon Books. S2.25
On the surface. Watervhip Down is a
saga of rabbits on the move and the
difficulties they encounter and overcome.
It is a great deal more however as the
reader soon realizes. Through the eyes of
the rabbits the reader soon becomes
acutely aware of what humans take for
granted. Watching yourself through the
eyes of another gives one of the rewards
of this book.
The story unfolds at the Sandleford
warren where a housing project is
presenting the warren with extinction. The
leaders at the warren cannot see the
danger and do not care to listen to the
warnings of one of the smaller rabbits.
Fiver happens to be elairsoyant and
someof his friends who are not in the best
positions in their society join him in
leasing the warren. Those who wouldn't
leave are gassed and bulldozed out of the
enceri 
way to make room, ironically enough for a
housing area.
Those who go forth to make a new
society are not the strong of the old
society but those who innovate. think, and
cooperate with themselves and their
envininment. They continually meet
resistance from those who are only
concerned with maintaining thestatus quo
and their own positions.
Success is its own reward and the
followers soon learn to trust their leader
even when he befriends sea itqlls and field
mice. (both of which have no value to
rabbits.) When they are needed. however.
they come to the rescue and aid the
rabbits in overcoming impossible circum-
stances. proving that different species
can cooperate for the betterment of both
If no lesson is learned from the book,
the reader will truly enjoy the light humor
of El-ahrairah•s exploits. (pronounced
elil-hrair-rah) Much like the uncle Remus
hero, this rabbit is the wiliest and
smartest creature in the land As the
legendary hero of the rabbits. hc
continualls shows them through their
f 011ore how to overcome and prosper.
Self sacrifice and courage are thc
attributes of the heroes and their reward
is what they sought, their oup warren and
their owl natural way if life The reader
cannot help but come away from this book
clearly affected and warm at heart. Just ls
Ulysses (sic) eventually came home to
Penelope and Jonathan tisingston Seagull
entered the dimension reserved for those
who dare, our hero also gets his reward
Read this book oily for pleasure if sou
can, and trs not t•• think if the myriad
applications if it to sour daily life
‘hatership flown soared to the numbet
.)iie position on the hest seller list onl% 14
days after publication and remained there
f .r almost a full year, anti really, it's n,
Is) Data J. Row son
Allen Dean. a member of the New York
Brass Quintet, will be the guest soloist
with the 20th Century Music Ensemble
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium
Allen Dean
Ctuik Pic Restaurant
and Deli
We deliver to your Dorm
Subs and Cold Beverages
BEER - WINE - SODA
[Slight Delivery Charge
No Minimum - call 866-3118
The ensemble, directed by music faculty
member Donald Stratton. performs music
of the 20th Century, and appears seYera,
times a year in special programs.
Dean, who plays the trumpet. is a
regular member and first trumpet of the
Clarion Orchestra. Westchester Orchestra.
Robert Joffery Ballet Orchestra. Contem•
porary Chamber Ensemble and other
groups. Since 1%6 he has been a member
tif the New York Brass Quintet and has a
buss teaching schedule at Ham College.
I.•nnersit% of Hartford. Western Connecti-
cut and Bronx Community Colleges
Raised in the heart of band country in
Mason City. Iowa. he studied at the
University tit Iowa as • student of J
Robert Hanson. He received both the
bachelor's and master's degree in Tusk
at the Manhattan School of Music in New
York City where he studied with Nathan
Prager.
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photography um
1975
presented by the Maine Campus
first place - professional stepheis
Photography UMO this year was a success. owing greatly'
to the caliber of a great number of the entries, as well as the
total number, forty-seven. that were submitted. There were
two classes, professional and amatuer. with first and second
prizes in each. The winners may pick up their prizes after
Friday. April 25. in 106 Lord Hall.
Although a small number of the entries are shown here.
the entire group will be on display in the Coe Lounge of the
Memorial Union from April 24 to May 8. Entrants may pick
up their photographs in 106 Lord Hall after May 8. Judges
for this year's contest were Prof Vincent Hartgen.
chairman of the art department: Jack Walas. ('MO PleS
photographer. Steve Parker. editor of the Maine Campus.
Steve Ward. graphic arts director of the Campus. and Dave
Row son. darkroom technician of the Campus.
f. meguire
first place - amateur
jeffrey curia.
4
second place - amateur
roger trolfhagen
Apri118, 19?
second place - professi
du rid theohuritte.
third place .
mark/ cowki
April 18 1975  _ 
place - professional
( Iiit r r1.
third place - atesagesir
nsario canki
Maine Campus P-3
judge's choice • professional
judge's elsoiee - professions
steishen 1. snegnire
alas freedman
a special section
Journalism Week at UMO
April 18, 1975
Maine Campus named
best college newspaper
For the second consecutive year. the
Maine Camps.% has been named the best
all-around college newspaper in the
Northeast tit Sigma Delta Chi. the Societt
of Professional Journalists.
Seten Campus staff members tratelled
to Syracuse. N.Y. 13%1 weekend for SDX's
Region I contention to accept a total of
lite awards captured in the journalism
society's annual Mark of Excellence
Contest.
Besides the first place award in the best
all•around newspaper category. Campus
Editor Stete Parker won second place
award for best editorial writing and third
place for best nests %riling under deadline
pressure.
The Campus secured both of the
contest's photographs awards. as Dark-
room Technician Datid Rowson won first
place for a multiple•image photo of a boy
sitting on his father's shoulders at the
Organizational Fair tcoter. Marne Cam-
pus. Oct. 1. 19-4) and Graphic Arts
Director Siete Ward won second place for
a two-color postenzanon of a football
game tcoter, Maine Campus. Sept. 10.
According to Fran Marion. who sened
as one of the judges. there were over 100
entries in the contest's sanous categories.
Marion. who works for Mobil Oil Co. in
public relations and is president of the
New York City SDX chapter. said although
the judging was "very subjective". that
the Campus was the unanimous choice of
the judges for best all-around newspaper.
He attributed a good deal of the Campus'
edge to the paper's graphic appearance.
SDX's Region I includes all of New
Sline, Ferland win
MPA scholarship
Juniors Debbie Sline of Gardiner and
John Ferland of Mexico have been named
the recipients of the 14'5 Maine Press
Association Memorial Scholarship. said
Asst. Prof. of Journalism Arthur 0.
Guesrnan Thursday.
The MP.A scholarship. which pros ides a
full year's tuition, will be split between
two students again this year. as it was
ditided between journalism majors Steten
Parker and Katherine Arno last year.
The scholarship is awarded each year to
junior journalism majors who demonstrate
a strong academic background and a
desire to pursue a career in news
journalism. The winners were chosen by a
committee consisting of Prof. Brooks W.
Hamilton. Asst. Prof. Arthur 0. Guesman
(both of the journalism department). and
Parker and Arno. who are curreutly
seniors.
Thus year Di students applied for the
scholarship. which requires all applicants
to hate posted a 2.5 accumulative average
during their academic career. Sline's
average is 3.7. and Ferland's is 3.2.
The scholarship money is provided
through contributions from MPA mem-
bers, and is credited to the recipient's
semester bills. In judging the scholarship
applicants, financial need is considered if
all other qualifications are equal. Under
guidelines set up by the MPA, preference
is given to Maine residents.
England. New York. Ness JerSey
Mars land. Delaware, and eastern Penn.
stitama. The Campus' competition came
t' nis of the best journalism schools
the countrt . including St racuse.
C .lumbia. Penn State. Fordham. St.14,441acenture. Boston Unit ersitt . and
Nort oerster i. The Dash Orange, the
student newspaper at Syracuse. won
sit..... snpdaperplace as best all-aroundu
contest requited that three
oisecutite issues be submitted for the
hest all-around newspaper categort. and
tie CUM entered its Jan. 24. 2. and
31 issues. !nese hate now been submitted
lit' national competition. %s ins:II will be
held in P: iladelphu nest tall Ross son's
first place photo will also enter the
national CI 'ii test .
IA ille at t le weekend contention, the
C pus staffers attended several
1 4J discussvins on hipic-s sue Ii as
o %tit:mice reporting. free-lance writing.
rI 'co p.' s. and broadcasting The
Is stet 12 presented pnittlt at
Saturdat bt Charles NOSH!.
director of SDX•s Region I and news
st ndivati•iO manage, for AB( -IV. and
Ralph ()Nell. managing editor of the
C ,icago Sun-limes.
c,,nsontion was sponsored by. the
St use. Universitt SDX chapter and held
at toe I F. Newhouse School 14 Public
(' •mpijni ati illsk 4 Ss raeuse and the
,e tip was paid for fit the indo, idual
pains-stunt% and the Cantpus. which is a
n stuck,' t 'organization that
receives no state or student funding. r,
The Campus staff
Steve Grady winner announced
John Snell. a journalism senior, is the
winner of the Steve Grads SI .000
scholarship. The scholarship. officiallt
titled the Steve Grads Perpetual
Endowment Fund for crektp.c Writers is
an annual award established last year be
terms of the bequest of Roy J. Gavin. the
donor Snell is the second recipient of the
cash award. In the first year of the award.
. I14 4
 4.
itv.k4N
[hooka Hamilton and .4 Ian Miller
14'4. the scholarship was split between
two co
-winners. Bill Ferguson and Keith
Holden.
Snell's winning entry consisted 44 three
short stories: "Glass Ponies", the story of
an eight year old girl's birthday. "Ticket
to Salvation." about an amoral lazy Oscar
Wallace using his Bank Americard to
"live his life in a manner he wished to
become accustomed to..." and "Killing
the Sun". the stir t Of Wallace Phillips'
banal chatter including his fear that the
sun was going to burn out.
Snell. w ho will he graduating this Mat.
says he plans to use the money to help
repay school loans.
Ti be eligible for this scholarship
students must submit three samples of
their writing and be in their fourth
semester or higher.
Candidates must have taken courses in
English or journalism studies or graduated
from college with a major in English orjournalism and hate demonstrated a high
level writing creativity or hate shown
promise of such creativity.
The scholarship is restricted to UMO
students, graduate or undergraduate.
Hamilton, Miller receive awards for evaluation
ANSOl Prof. Alan Miller and Prof.
Brooks Hamilton of the UMO journalismdepartment h.ve been named recipients ofthe 41.,1 annual Sigma Delta Chi Awardfor Distinguished Service in Journalism.The award was given to them as part of a
team of journalists that participated in an
evaluation of New England's daily
newspapers.
The survey, "Evaluating the Press."
was edited by Loran Ghiglione. publisher
of the Southbridge iNiass.1 Evening News
and last tear s Peter Fdes lecturer. Miller
and Hamilton studied the nine dailt
newspapcs..s in New Hampshire.
"The hardest part in appraising the
papers." said Hamilton. "was not to
become too sympathetic with the
newspapers and their problems."
The two faculty members each
evaluated four of the dailies and split the
ninth paper, the Maathester Union
Leader, between them
"We thought that the Union Leader
deserted a harder look than some of thi
others." Hamilton said.
Since the survey. many papers hate
taken the criticisms into consideration and
made some changes. There hate been no
other such evaluations of the press and
"Evaluating the Press" remains as the
only such work in the field.
Hamilton believes, however, that the
survey was successful.
"We had our faults, our good points
and our bad." he said. "But by and large
it was successful."
one April 18, 1975
Carol Sutton speaks on women in journalism
••We are now seeing highly motivated.
well-trained women coming into positions
of power in journalism,- said Carol
Sutton. the managing editor of the
Louisville Courier-Journal at a press
conference Monday.
Sutton is on campus in a week-long
residency as the journalism department's
Peter Edes lecturer. She has been
addressing classes and meeting with
students discussing her job as the
managing editor of Kentucky's largest
daily newspaper.
When asked if she had experienced any
discrimination because she was a woman.
she said generally no. but "there are
some blind spots- and cited politics as
one troublesome area.
The Missouri natiye saw the sudden
interest in journalism throughout the
country as an outgrowth of Watergate
and the desire to get involved with the
public.
"Watergate drew a lot of attention and
journalism has always been a place for
public service.- she said. And how are the
schools doing in providing better
journalists? "I think they are providing
journalists with more depth,- but she
cautioned "there is no special formula for
making outstanding journalists."
Sutton also said investigative reporters.
in some cases, do change the course of
events because they are getting
information that people don't want to
give. She was wary of a new innovation in
the trade known as "checkbook''
journalism and termed it as "dangerous.••
The job of editing has become more
demanding over the last few years,
according to the award-winning former
reporter. because "the more difficult the
stories become the more careful the
editing has to be."
Her appointment to the top editorial
post of the Courier-Journal last July drew
national attention because she is the first
woman in the country to be named to such
a position on a major metropolitan daily
newspaper. The Courier
-Journal is
MPA works for Maine newspapers
The Maine Press Association. founded
originally for the state's weekly
newspapers in 1864, has in recent years
"encouraged the daily newspapers to
join." according to Howard Keyo. the
MPA•s executive secretary. The purpose
of the association is to "foster the best
interests of the newspapers in the state of
Maine and encourage higher standards.
improved business practices, and better
publications within the state."
The MPA currently has 22 "active
member" newspapers throughout Maine.
and these newspapers pay. an annual dues
based on their circulation and advertising
line rates. There are also 42 "associate
members" consisting of indiyiduals or
firms engaged in furnishing supplies.
equipment. merchandise. or materials to
Maine newspapers. The associate
members pay 550 dues annually.
Among the activities and programs of
the MPA are its Ethics Committee, which
was established to insestigate charges of
unethical practices of the members: the
Maine Better Newspaper Contest, an
annual competition which encourages
improyement in the quality of the state's
daily and week's newspapers; and the
scholarship fund, which was set up last
year to grant a full-year's tuition to a
se 
journalism major who has
d monstrated a strong interest in news
journalism and a desire to pursue a yareer
in the field.
The association holds two meetings per
year. publishes a monthly/ "bulletin"
containing news of interest to the
membership. and also carries out a fairly
extensise legislattye program With this
legislati‘e effort. the MPA lobbies for bills
its members support and against bills the
members feel should not be enacted. This
year. the MPA is working in conjunction
with legislators on amendments to
Maine's "right-to-know law
Fall Semester 1975Editor A Salaried Position
Maine
Campus
Applications available in 101 Lord Hall.
Deadline is April 21, 1975
generally rated among the best 10
newspapers in the nation.
In an interview later this week. Sutton
explained she adyanced through ranks of
the journalism profession by starting out
as a secretary for the Courrer-Journal in
1955. She said that when she first
assumed the job. she was hampered by
many people in the profession who
wondered how a woman could function in
the stereo-typed "get tough- role of a
managing editor.
"The first time someone asked me what
it was like being a woman and a managing
editor. I was speechless.- Sutton said. "I
could base told them what it was like to be
a manging editor, or a managing editor on
the Courier-Journal—hut I'd nes er
thought about the fact that I was a woman
who took the job.''
Sutton was named editor of the
Women's World section of the Courier-
Journal in 1%3 and during her editorship
the section was re-titled Today's Living
and received the 1971 J.C. Periney•Um-
versa% of Missouri award for excellence in
women's-interest sections among metro-
politan newspapers.
As its editor, she changed the tone of
Today's living, expanding coserage to
include topics such as abortion.
cohabitation and to her contemporary
social issues. In 1973 she wrote an
award-winning expose on junketing and
boYeaways and the "freebies- scene for
reporters at New York fashion events.
'It is the women's pages who have
broadened and deepened their subject
matter and made commotments to highest
professional standards that are becoming
the more important pennts of newspapers
today.- Sutton said of the direction
women pages arc taking !oda).
A general assignment and feature
writei et 10 years. Sutton claims she
prefers no one
'Each one has been different and
demanded more responsibility —but I''. e'
liked them all.**
•
Classifieds
WANTED: Students or fac-
ulty with history of chronic
respiratory problems to partici-
pate in research Please leave
name, address, phone, and
times available at Psychology
Dept Office, Little Hall, do
Dr John Nichols ne
581-7418 or 7231
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES:
Address envelopes at home $800
per month. possible Offer-De-
tails send 50 cents (Refundable)
to Triple S . 699-L9 Hwy 138
Pinion Hills, Ca 92372
OPPORTUNITY, spare time.
earn up to $100 weekly in your
home addressing circulars' List
of firms with offers sent for just
8200 Guaranteed' W G Smith
Enterprises. Box 581-CO, Sun-
nyvale, Calif 9401111
HELP WANTED: Address enve-
lopes at home $800 per month.
possible See ad under BUSI-
NESS OPPORTUNITIES Triple
WORK: Many openings for
part time year round work In
Retailing, Wholesaling, Mar-
ket Development, Manage-
ment May work during
vacations in home town
Apply ASSOCIATE DISTRI-
BUTORS 17 Farvue St
Bangor Me 04401
TERM PAPERS, North Ameri-
ea's largest servoce For cata-
logue send $2 to ESSAY
SERVICES. Box 1218 Niagera
Falls NY USA 14302 Also,
Campus rapreeantativa required
Please write
LEARN lost art PIANO
TUNING - To deepen perception
Or earn S's Study Bach
approved method learned from a
Paderewski tuner 60 years ago.
Still tuning for Univ . y Opera, TV
artists. et al
for FREE BROCHURE write
HAVARD C KITCHEN, Fine
Arts Tuner Drawer 20168.
Tallahassee. Fla. Zip 32304
We Icatalidin jourrtal
salutes
Carol Sutton
of the Louisville Courier- Journal
The Maine Press Association
AND
The UMO Journalism Department
April
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We have the pleasure of honoring
Carol Sutton, Managing Editor,
Louisville Courier-Journal
Peter Edes Lecturer
The Maine Press Association
Maine Press ,Issociation's Conference at 1.110
Journalism Department
University of Maine at Orono
Oxford County Citizen Somerset Reporter
ir he 'Mimes 3Kecorb hc Tourier-Aourttat 1.bY1111111111-..aaltini..&
Maine Petrolium Association Eastern Gazette
Houlton Pioneer Times il3angor 3ii1 ewg
Zhr Eiscataquis Mannar
fittittr rlrgraut 
Aroostock Republican and News
E 
The Star Herald 'rile WEEKLY PACKET 
Maine Campus
hakothbag egister
fineoln (fount!) Nang Compliments of
Penobscot Times The Sanford Tribune
Serving Old Town and Orono
THE COURIER-GAZE TIE
The Bethel Citizen
The Bridgton News
Kennebec Journal
MOOSENE1111
NIETTE
...aro • '1 %WIN. ,N Nom *ow :Arm '. 4boommr.
Rumford Falls Times
The Republican Journal
UMO Journalism Department
Central Maine Morning Sentinel
liar llarbor imt5
^
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Public relations methods compared
*from page ogee
As well as handling Longley's standard
Wednesday press conference, which is
attneded by news media statewide,
Dambourg answers specific requests by
the media for daily information. He noted
special attention is given to the AP and
UPI w ire services within the state house.
Asserting "I don't shield the governor
per se." he added that as often as
possible he puts indi%idual newspersons
directly in touch with longlev. However.
because of the governor's hectic schedule.
Dambourg often acts as a "go-between."
"to the extent it's possible." he assert',
"I'ni clued to all that the governor does."
Dambourg explained, with regard to any
meetings he is unable to attend. Longley
is "sery. good'' about keeping him
informed with memos.
BCCAUSC an ayerage Longley day begins
at ti a.m. and ends as late as I a.m., the
goyernor is a difficult man for a press
secretary to keep up with. Howes er.
Dambourg said any deyisions made late at
night are immediately made known to him
the next morining.
Dambourg also described himself as an
"adsisor to Longley on public statements,
and sor-eyvhat on programs and policies
he presiInts." howeser. with regard to the
proposed budget. Dambourg said he "had
no input at all--1 deliberately didn't want
to be informed of the budget before its
release.•• He added MacGregor worked
with it to some extent, but the hulk of
Longley•s athice came from state finance
people and fiscal adsisors from outside
Maine
DEPARTMENT
governor's assistants, he noted, are nearly
the same as the number employed by
former Governor Curtis, except that Gov.
Longely's personal secretary is also
shared by his top assistant.
The organization of public relations at
the University of Maine at Orono is
necessarily larger and more complex then
that of the governor because it must
provide informaation, not only on
President Howard R. Neville, but on the
university as a whole. Public Information
and Central Sem ices (PICS) has three
major disisiiins; Public Information, the
University Press, and the Mail Service.
PICS Director Howard A. Kevo
described a lot of the "work as
educational, as opposed to public
relations. "We publish 95 per cent if the
unisersity materials." he noted. "from
the catalogue to art and theatre programs
to research reports If we do a good job in
this, then that's public relations. It's hard
to separate educational communications
from public relations."
Kern explained PICS is organised much
like a news office, covering student
acti% toes and issuing news releases. "The
president, he asserted. "keeps us
informed of all acttsities in his area, so if
we get calls from newspaper, or wire
sersices. we base the information to gist.
out." He added that the faculty keep PK'S
aware of their activities also.
Each of PICS' three diyision operate on
a separate budget. The Public Information
section, which handles all editing. writing
and production of publications, has a
01 PUKK INFORMATION AND CENTRAL SERVICES
t 114111' UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
.111 11 a 14%.••••d IL",
.4""g. " 4 )411"  
WIN I
iraSTRIKTION RESEARCH EXTENSION
roN E FIRIOAY,APAIL IS
ORONO- -11•• first horn* actin of th• spring irlt •rcollegi•te ••a•on
schir4ii1•.1 at the Unlv•rsity of M•in• at Orono this week•nd (April 111-01
with all fiv• varsity t•ams competing- -three of them at Orono,
ln iittlon slated for Friday (April lei the t•540 eareity golf team opens its
--•••• at Pcrtland in • match •
When asked to whom longler was
referring in his budget message attack on
unisersity public retrions programs.
Dambourg quickls replied. "He was
specifically referring to former Chancellor
Donald McNeil and indirectly to the
unitersits officers themselses." He added
McNeil had hired one or two professional
public relati,ins pvi•ple to pri.more the
proposed medical school. which Longley
felt was misusing the taxpayers money.
Dambourg noted. "LongleY continues to
make references to this approach. and
down deep feels it is still being done, but
no person in particular flow." He
continued. mentioning Acting Chancellor
Stanley R. Freeman. "If he supports the
medical scht•ol. there is a fine line
between whether that is PR or his
opinion."
Further commenting on Longely's view
of the unisersits*s public relations.
Damhourg explained the "governor
resents, purely on a personal basis, the
kind of use of uniyersity. publicity•• which
he Wit yes is evidenced in editorials of
the Maine Campus. He said the governor
has never alluded to PICS in this way.
The budget portion allocated for
Longley's public relations was described
by State Budget Director Otto Siebert as
"incidental", amounting essentially to
Dambourg's salary. ($20.000) the cost of
supplies, and a secretary (S6.240) which
Dambourg shares with Lowe. The other
persons in the executive officn who help
with public relations occasionally include
MacGregor (S20.000). Lowe IS14,000), and
the govenor's private secretary ($10,000).
whom MacGregor shares. According to
Siebert, the only extra expenses are those
resulting from mimeographing copies of
the governor's statements and background
material for the press. The number of
POP TS
is
•rsity of Maine at Portland -
would be good." Wildey asserted he also
"helps out the news media in coverage of
esents that mans not be in the interest of
university policy...
Terry Kelly (S12.500) and Ron Knight
($13.M74) work jointly to edit and
coordinate an estimated '00 publications
year, most of which are informational,
educational works. PI('S' two photogra•
phers. Jack Walas (S4.8.45) and Al
Pelletier tS10.359), cover all campus
eyents. The fill nearly 1.000 work orders
each year.
'The budge
Senices. the
of the University Mail
second division of PICS.
totals S173,120, most of which is for
postage. The Mail Senice handles all the
mail for UMO departments.
lhe Universits Printing Offices operates
on a S481.1i05 budget. which includes
$263.534 for salaries. The Press prints all
university publications. including station-
ary, and even prints sonic items for other
UM campuses. Unlike the other two PICS
divisions. University Press is an auxilian
enterprise, which means it is self-sup-
porting.
These are the three divisions which
comprise P1CS and produce all its
publications. In its news releases "efforts
are made to pros ide articles that will
offset adserse criticism."
Kevo, who has worked with PICS for 30
sears. will retire. in June and President
Nt'S Mr plans to change the title and
ADDRESS BY GOVERNOR JAMES B. LONGLEY TO THE SECOND ANNUAL GOVERNORS'
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1975
IT IS SIGNIFICANT AND APPROPRIATE THAT THE SECOND ANNUAL
C•OVEIMRS ECONOMIC IN.VELOPIktNT CONFERENCE IS BEING HELD AT THIS
TIME. THE NATION HAS BEEN GOING THROUGH ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT
ECONOMIC PERIODS IN ITS HISTORY -- PERHAPS THE MOST DIFFICULT SINCE
THE GREAT DEPRESSION. HOPEFULLY, HOWEVER, WE ARE BEGINNING TO SEE
THE LIGHT AND I FEEL THIS IS ATTRIBUTABLE AT LEAST IN PART TO OUR
RAT if"- • •••• -TIC' fc NO
current annual budget for 1914•7S of
S.Itin,23ty. The hulk of this mot y goes to
salaries and wages, which total $161.555.
and to publications costs of $162,300.
Over ten workers form the core staff
which produces all of PICS' many.
publications. The bulk of the nesyswriting
is done by Marion Hamilton
($12.554 . rear). Carole Bombard ($8.291).
and Leonard Harlow (S14.864). They write
the stories on esents in the various
departments of the university. Bombard
also compiles the "weekly Calendar"
Illustrations, design and layout for all
Univesity publications are the work of
Arline Thompson (WWI. George Wildey
(S13,Kb7) prosides the state's commercial
radio and television with tapes and news
releases, usually features on university
activities. He compiles news film, an
average of W tapes per week, for the 36
AM radio stations and seven TV stations
in Maine. Wildey described his position as
•'a middleman for the news media, either
letting them know an event will occur or
covering it for them." Although he said
President Neville has "indirectly said any
publicity on the Second Century Fund
"nr. FOR
responsibility of the PICS Director slightly
at that time. Under this new position, the
new director will he disignated as Director
of Unit ersit% Relations and will not only
be in charge of public information, but
also will direct seyeral other offices,
including the Development Office. Pulp
and Paper Foundation. and Alumni
affairs.
President Neville explained his reason
for incorporating the direction of such
offices under the PICS director, saying.
"the head of PICS ought to be the chief
spokes man for the outward look." A
committee to select a list of nominees for
the new position is presently being formed
under the direction of Vice President for
Finance and Administration John Blake.
Blake said the decision of committee
members to be made by the president has
been slow because of the present
uncertainly about next year's budget.
However. Pres. Neville said Tuesday the
committee should be formed and meet
soon. The committee will forward its list of
recommended directors to President
Neville, who will then select one to fill the
position by June
Pres. Neville stressed he "doesn't
beheYe in public relations assistants."
adding he "hasn't called Keyo more than
two or three times in two years. He stated
he hasn't changed the opeation of PICS
since the previous administration and
expressed perplexity. stating "I don't
know what he's talking aSout.'• at Goy.
Longley's criticism of the unit ersity public
relations programs.
A comparison of the respective public
relations organizations of Gov. Longles
and of (MO reseal quite different
methods of providing the public with
information. Of course, due to their
slightly different orientations—Longley's
towards relating to press and public and
PICS toward providing both news and
educational materials—the two similarly
differ in costs. Of CMOs $52 million
budget PIC'S costs over half a million
dollars, while Longely's PR staff and
supplies fail to reach even the S100.(0
mark.
It also is evident that Longelv has much
closer contact with his PR staff than
Neville has with PICS Director Kew;
however. this mat partls be attributed to
the fat that Dambourg represents
Longle% alone while PICS encompasses
the whole uniyersity . It is clear that
Longlev's PR staff is far different UMO's
public relations center, although both
vy-rk to present an image to the public. br.
kas of the news media.
Public relations for the chancellor and
the Board otirusters is handled solely by
Sally Holm,. their director of public
information. Holm has held the position
since Acting Chancellor Stanley Freeman
took office; howeser. she worked in the
chancellor's office during McNeil's
chancellorship and states there were no
public relations professionals hired to
promote the medical school. She said
McNeil (ails- hired a part-time consultant
to fill in the vacant public relations
directorship.
Holm said she attends most staff
meetings and specific committee meetings
and is kept well-informed by both the
chancellor and the hoard of all decisions
reached.
She explained. "I keep in regular
contact with members of the press. do
speech writing for the chancellor, draft
position papers and letters for board
members, as well as arranging for press
conferences and sending out news
releases. It is my responsibility,'' she
added. "for letting members of the media
know about major events."
Describing herself as a "one-person
operation," Holm noted her salary of
$15,000 is the only major public relations
expense for the chancellor and hoard,
aside from incidental costs of supplies.
Commenting on Gov. Longley's cnticsm
of the former chancellor as using "purely.
public relations programs," Holm
stressed. "somewhere one has to draw the
line between what is public relations and
public information—and any state agency
has to separate what is truly promotional
and what is merely educational."
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SPORT SHOES
CANVAS - SUEDE
LEATHER - NYLON
BRAND NAMES
Converse - Onitsuka Tiger
Hyde - Spot-bilt - Puma Tretorn - Brine
Stylo Danner Hiking
Baseball - Softball -
Little League
Uniforms and Caps -
ETTERED WHILE YOU WAIT
BIG SUPPLY IN STOCK
Training Suits
Sweatsuits
ym Suits& Suppli
TROPHIES FOR
ALL OCCASSIONS
TOP BRAND BIKES
Children's 16" and 20" in Stock
Fuji - Gitane - Concord
STORE HOURS: Iltiaredarg Thursday 8:30-5 30: Frisks/ I. 30-0:00; SahodlY S 30-0 00
IGHT'S
..)TfG GOO('
••••••• 589 Wilson St. Bar Harbor Rd Brewer. Marne Tel 9994677
•••••
STUDENTS AND t I( / /, TY
Remember-Remember-Remember
ALL LIBRARY BOOKS
ARE DUE
FRIDAY, MAY 1 6th
Spring Semester Library Books
are due before you go
home for vacation.
All books not returned
by this date
will be subjected
to a penalty of $5 each.
II RECREATION
April 18, 1975
CM3TIRY
BICYCLE HEADQUARTERS'
COLUMBIA DEALER
PARTS - SERVICE
SPECIAL ON STELLA 10 spds
LIST - S169.95 OUR PRICE - S129 95
ARCHERY - BOWHUNTERS
FULL LINE OF EQUIP IN
STOCK FOR BEGINNER TO
EXPERT
CUSTOM ARROW WORK
BATAVUS MOPEDS IN STOCK
120 - 150 MPG"'
BOTH PEDALS & 48 cc ENGINE
UP TO 40 MPH
COME IN & RIDE ONE
10 per cent Student Discount
618 Wilson St
Brewer. Me
Phone 989-4869
on all
Bicycle and Archery Parts & Mossesriss
WITH THE
DYNAMITE
CLOTHES FROM
THE BOSTON STORE
YOU CAN START THE
SPRING OFF WITH A
5 TONS OF LEVIS
IN 9 GREAT COLORS
-FEATURING GREAT LOOKING STRAIGHT
-HEAVY WEIGHT DENIM BOOT JEANS
-MANY NEW SHORT SLEEVE KNITS
-TOPS THAT WILL BLOW YOUR MIND
-MR. LEVI SAYS
THAT WE HAVE
The Greatest sefectoor
of Levi's we have ever
had, and all neatly
arranged by size tOr
easy Shopping
no matter what your
size shape 0, taste
WE GOT YOU COVERED'
g 13,. Bar a ins •
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TOYS IN THE ATTIC. Aercroarth
Columbia PC-33479
All absurdity aside. if someone were to
mbent a mode of transportation that ran
.01 sound. I would immidiately recomment
that Aerosmith be contracted to pros ide
the •'sound fuel" to propel this vehicle.
This energetic Boston-based band is on
fire And you can hear their electricity
csplode on their records. To quote an
ads ertisement in a recent Boston Phoenix.
-Their first two albums of unrelenting
energy led by Steve Tyler's buzz-saw
socials, and the sheer force of their list
appearances heralded Aerosmith as the
new generation of rock and roil. Now
there's Tovs in the Attu- Something new
plas with "
Arrosmoth's basic influences were
original English hands. primarils the
Yardhirds, and the black soul hands that
Joe% Kramer had drummed with Thes are
definitely rockers of the third generation.
unburdened bs rock as a tradition, seeking
something new to get off on. Stu Werbin
who wrote the back coser notes •.n
4erosntith . the first album, said "It's
for anybody who can still take it raw "
Aerosmith (for first•tiniers) is Stesen
Tiler who does the raspy noisy lead socals
. plas• harmonica and wood flute. Joe
Perrs. who does back-up sneak and lead
LI Ildiseal MeiCM) NI-1310 NATIONAL ASS N OFSTUDENTS ANCTIACNEKSNNW, 223 S211ft 411tof Olo• Tort State
Maine Campus 
 
A Three
guitar work including electric. 12 string,
slide, and acoustic. Brad Whitford.
rhythm guitarist; Toni Hamilton on bass:
and Joey Kramer on drums and
percussion. In their latest vinyl contribu-
tion. Aerosmith 's boys inter
-change
characters, each trying his hand at
percussion. Hamilton doing rhythm guitar
work. Whitford on lead, and Tyler on
keyboards.
Aerosmith appears to have added
another dimension to their bawdy rock on
Toys : orchestration arranged and
conducted by Michael Maimeri. With Get
Your Wings it was brass, specifically
trumpet and trombone, and woodwind.
tenor and baritone saxophone. After their
third album, they're still under the
direction of David Krebs and Steve Leber,
hut now under the production of Jack
Douglas. who co
-arranged seven of the
nine tracks of Toys .
Now for Toys In The Attic itself.
Once again 1 was expecting something
unbelievably new for Aerosmith. perhaps
a new peak in rock. Nevertheless, this
album definitely meets the standard. The
"Same Old Song and Dance"" Dream
On" oserplayed cut will definitely be
"Walk This Way'' with its soul
intro'hump rhythm. •• Adam's Apple," for
some unexplainable reason, echoes
-Spaced" from the second album. And
instead of boring you with in-depth,
superfluous observations and applying
ii. in. musical terms from
"Roget's Musical Thesaurus" Of there
were such a book). I'll let you do your own
critical analysis of Toys .
It'll shortly be soaring on those stupid
Top 100 charts simply because Aerosmith
is getting national recognition and will get
the promotional airplay it Justly deserves.
So. I'll end this enigma with an inscription
I found on a studio cops of Get Your
Wings' and apply it equally as well to
Toys in the Attic . "The only thing
special about Aerosmith is that they play
rock with a freshness of their own. This
fuckin• thing explodes!"
hi Gan. Robh
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Wedgewood Apartments
Portland, Maine
Wedgewood Apartments offers for your
consideration newly furnished and
decorated units ranging from efficiencies
to large, modern 3 bedroom apartments
which are within walking distance of the
Portland campus and Maine Medical
Center. Call or write if you are considering
a summer sublet or fall rental. For further
details call Anne Atkinson at 207-772-
4724 or write WEDGEWOOD APARTMENTS,
65 Sherman Street, Portland, Maine 04102
Campus Arts Calendar
SATURDAY. APRIL 19
Kurt Vonnegut's Between Time
and Timbukto. Bangor Room b. 8,
10 p.m.. Lown Room, 7, 9, & 11
P.m.
SUNDAY. APRIL 20
The Pride and the Shame and The
Children Were Watching Contem-
porary Film Series. Ba.igor Room, 2
P.m-
WONDAY. APRIL 21
Charlie Squash Goes to Town.
Miracle in the Mesa, Geronimo
Jones Sandwich Cinema, 12 noon
North Lawn Room
Fantastic Voyage Science Fiction
1. 100 Nutting, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
TUESDAY. APRIL 22
Pueblo Hentage Sandwich Cine-
ma. 12 noon North Lawn Room
Caroms and Dihedral Kaleido-
scopes Mathematics Movies. 320
Shibles. 310 p.m.
Bullitt 1DB Movie, 130 Little Hall.
and 9:30 p.m.
rHuRSDAr APRIL 24
Coming Apart Rated X Dirty Half
Dozen Film Series. 100 Nutting Hall
6:15. 815 and 10:15 p.m.
IDB Movie, 130 Little
Hall. 7 and 4:30 p.m.
FRIDAY. APRIL 25
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. MUAB
Movie. 100 Nutting Hall 7 and 9:30
p.m.
.SATURDAY. APRIL 26
Strangers on a Train MUAB
Movie. 100 Nutting Hall and 9:30
p.m.
MUSIC
FRIDAY. APRIL l8
Faculty Recital, Lord Hall 8:15
p.m.
SATURDAY. APRIL 19
Twentieth Century Music Ensem
ble. 8:15 Hauck Auditorium
SUNDAY. APRIL 20
Instrument Playing Workshop
Damn Yankee 1:30 p.m.
FRIDAY. APRIL 25
Duo Mario Recital, Katheryn Ann
Foley and William Sleeoer. Lord
Hall. 8:15 p.m.
SATURDAY. APRIL 26
Walpurgisnachtsfest with the
German Stammtisch Band. 8 p.m
Damn Yankee Room
ARTS AND EXHIBITS
The third annual Springtime Craft
fair will be held on April 19 and 20th
at the Hilltop Complex between
10-5. In case of rain it will be held
during the same time in the
Memorial Gym.
Exhibits at Carnegie Hall this
month include a faculty exhibit to
the 18th and a student art exhibit
from April 21 to May 9
PERFORMING ARTS
The Oresteia, Maine Masqut• A
play by Aeschylus. April 29 to May.
2nd. 8:15 Hauck Auditorium.
the supernatural shoe. . .
for men and women
ROVERS-LIKE WALKING
BAREFOOT ON THE BEACH.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER - $4 OFF
 Good through April 26 
4res,4
The new negative heel way to walk.
Walk straight and feel a new spring in every step. Relieve,,
front of the foot pressures. Try the natural way with
Standards short time introductory offer.
STANDARD SHOES
(,,VYN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL • BROADVVA', • PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE
iE Four Maine Campus April 18, 1975
film 
'A Woman Under the Influence' ... sloppy yet realistic
John Cassavete's new film, A Woman
Under the Influence. has all the merits
and disadvantages of his earlier
independent films, but in this film, the
problems just get too much in the way.
Cassasetes always works on a
shoestring budget. and he acquires
financing through his acting chores in
films like Rosemary's Baby and crummy
quickies such as the Italian gangster film
Machine Gun McCain He has hv novo
formed a stock compans that has been
with him since his early films. Shadows
and Faces. and it is headed by his losely
wife Tena Ross lands—who is the harassed
housewife driven to a breakdown in this
film.
Shot on location with a minimum of
technical talent, A Woman Under the
Influence is marred by bad lighting,
poorly -framed camerawork. sloppy editing
and and excessive running time of some
two-and-a-half hours. Even at one point.
when Rowlands has returned from the
sanitarium and the farnils and friends are
seated around the dining room table, the
microphone quite conspicuously dangles
into camera range.
The Cassasetes company includes mans.
non-professionals. most of whom are
related to the filmmakers. Katherine
Cassasetes. the director's mother, plass
husband Nick's mother, and she is quite
had: yet. Lady Rowlands plass her
daughter's mother in the film and she is
just right. Perhaps if Cassasetes worked
with a more complete shooting script, and
abandoned his taste for improvisation. the
non-professionals would base a character
to grab onto instead of ainilessIs plasing
themselves.
Yet, for all its technical amateurish and
mis-guided secondary acting. A Woman
Under the Influence finally emerges as a
harrowing portrait of the effects of
middle-class suburban life on the female
mind. It is completely Gcna Rosaland's
film all the was. with her finds acted
sision of a woman who fails to cope ss ith a
N)ical piggish husband, three noisy kids.
and a house which she has become
entrapped in. The influence Mabel
Longhetti is under is partly alcohol, hut
more in general it's a world of little or no
understanding for a woman whose
selfodentits becomes slowly worn away
under the constant pressure of misuse.
.4 Woman Under the Influence Is a
psychologically salid look at the
dehumanizing effects of contemporary
American life that, along with Rowland's
bras ura performance. nearly eliminate the
film's major defects.
In .41u.e Doesn't Live Here Anymore.
Alice (Ellen Burstyn) is faced with a crisis
that Mabil Longhetti certainls wished, at
least subconsciousls. would happen to
her: her husband is killed at the start if
the rnosie. She at first celebrates her new
freedom, and packs up herself and her
iul-mouthed son and heads for her
childhood home in Monteres. California.
where she intends to resume her career as
a singer. She doesn't get there until the
film's end: instead, from leaving her old
home in Arizona. she cuts a wide path of
traprel during v.hich she finally' lands a job
•niong (quite badly) in a hick tov.n bar
frdquetaed by lonely men.
caurse. she becomes invoked with
ogle of them: things go nicely for Alice
tiosti the man's wife comes to visit one
data; Husband arrives shortly after. nearly
knocks the life out of his wife, and then
warns loser Alice not to ever mess around
v.ith him again. Alice and son depart very.
quickly. 
•
They travel on. and Alice lands a job in
an incrediblev mis-managed restaurant
the includes a waitress (Diane Ladd) with
a mouth to equal a truck driver. Then the
movie turns sappy. when a local rancher
(Kris Kristofferson—who can't act by the
stretch of anyone's imagination) begins to
v.in her affections. The film ends with
Alice and sine walking off into the
horizon. as we know that they will base
happiness and a good life.
Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore
makes surprisingly excellent use of pop
music. Ellen Burstvn helps save a film
that constant!) drags. the opening credits
are vet another tribute to old movies, the
screenplay is realls nothing- it wanders
amilessIs like a wino: M other %ord.,. the
film is a mixed blessing.
Murder on the Orient Express is a
grand
-style tribute to the old detective
mosies. with a top-notch cast, excellent
phiitography by Geoffrey linsworth and
even fi ter music by Richard Rodney
Bennett. and an Agatha Christie murder
mystery p ii that has more twists than a
stick of licorice, for some reason. I had
figured out whodunnit well before it was
resealed— something I've neser been
able to do before—but ans attentise
watcher can easils spot numerous clues
dropped continuously along the way.
Albert Finites delisers a marselously
realized performance as the super-sleuth
Hercule Poirot. with outstanding second-
ars support from John Gielguld. Ingrid
Bergman. Anthony' Perkins. Martin
Balsam. Michael Yotk, Rachel Roberts.
Wends Hiller .Richard Widmark. Vanessa
Redgrase. and Scan Conners. The ords
two people of little not in this film are
Lauren Bacall.whose ingratiating perfor-
mance is realls nothing more than her
standard bitch act. and Jacquelin Bisset,
whose lovely face is kept silent too much
of the time.
Murder on the Orient Express is not a
great film and, in particular due to an
excessise amount of train footage, the film
'K'casi 'italls sinks down into boredom. Yet
it is such finely -crafted entertainment that
copies the best of the old movies without
glorifying or pandering to them Without
ans pretensions v.hatsoeser. one can
simply sit back and unresersedly enjos
841,rder on the Orient Express as a foie
tieseiient of kit' issing professionals.
by Bill Gordon
CARRIE
Now in Paperback '1.75
At the University Bookstore
By Stephen King
UMO Graduate
YOU'RE WEARING
CONTACTS.
WE CAN MAKE THE
WEARING EASIER.
A lot easier.
You know that taking care of
your contact lenses can be a real
hassle.
You have to use a solution for
wetting. Another one for soaking.
Still another one for cleaning. And
maybe even another one for cushioning.
But now there'sTotal" The
all-in-one contact lens solution that
wets, soaks, cleans and cushions.
It's a lot easier
than having to use
4 different solutions.
There are two
good ways to buy
Total'—the 202.
size and the 4 oz.
size. Total" 2 oz. has
a free, mirrored lens
storage case, and the new economy
4 oz. size saves you 25%.
Total* is available at the
campus bookstore or your local
drugstore.
And we're so sure youll like
Total' that we'll give you your second
bottle free. Just send a Total* boxtop
with your name, address and college
name to:
Total. Allergan
Pharmaceuticals
2525 Dupont Drive
Irvine, California 92664
(Limit one per person.
Offer expires
July 31, 1975.1
TOTAL' MAKES THE WEARING EASIER.
Available at the UMO Bookstore
